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The effect of a non-uniform magnetic field on the coupled transport of

momentum and heat is studied for the case of laminar pipe flow of a

magnetically susceptible ferrofluid. The momentum and heat transport

equations are complemented with the necessary electromagnetic terms and

used to develop a computer simulation of the velocity profile and temperature

distribution in the fluid.

Two magnetic field configurations are studied. The first configuration is

produced by a single short solenoid, located around the pipe. The magnetic

field produced has both radial and axial components. For the second

configuration, the electric current is inverted in one half of the solenoid,

creating much stronger field gradients in both directions.

The flow is laminar, driven by a constant pressure difference between

the ends of the pipe. The apparent viscosity of the ferrofluid is modeled as
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dependent on temperature and magnetic field. In simulations involving heat

transfer, a section of the pipe is maintained at higher constant temperature.

The rest of the wall is adiabatic.

A Visual-Basic code, FiRMa (Flow in Response to Magnetic field), was

developed to perform the numerical simulations.

For the water-based ferrofluid, results show reduction of average

velocity and small deviations from the parabolic velocity profile as the result of

vortex viscosity. Heat transfer calculations show a decrease in the heat

transfer coefficient and an increase in the fluid exit temperature. These effects

are due to the change in flow pattern and average velocity.

Current research aims for the development of a stable liquid-metal

based ferrofluid, because of the high electric and thermal conductivities. The

FiRMa code is used to examine the expected response of a mercury-based

ferrofluid to the magnetic fields under study. Results show that the

electromagnetic effects on the liquid metal-based ferrofluid are much stronger,

due to induced electric currents and the Lorentz force acting on them.
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NOTATION AND SYMBOLS

Unless otherwise specified, vector quantities are denoted by bold

typeface or arrow overhead (e.g. B, ), unit vectors by a hat (e.g. i) and

tensors by bold block typeface (e.g. T). Vector components are denoted by

subscripts (e.g. u has components U,. and ui), and the magnitude of a vector

is denoted with italic typeface (e.g. B = IBI).

Symbol Description Units

A Magnetic vector potential [T.m]

B Magnetic field [T]

Curve or path of integration [m]

c Specific heat at constant pressure [J/kg.K]

c Speed of light [mis]

D Electric displacement field [C/rn2]

D Twice the area of triangular cell [m2]

d Magnetic particle diameter [m]

dhYd Hydrodynamic (particle and surfactant) diameter [m]

E Electric field [V/rn]

F Helrnholtz free energy [3]

Energy-related functional [unspecified]



NOTATION AND SYMBOLS (Continued)

Symbol Description Units

f Electromagnetic force density [N/rn3]

f1,f2,f3 Interpolation factors [-I

g Gravitational field [mis2]

have Average heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K]

Local heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K]

H Magnetic H-field [A/rn]

100
I Unit tensor 0 1 0 [-1

001
I Electric current [A]

J Current density [A/rn2]

k Thermal conductivity [W/m.K]

L Pipe length [m]

L Coil length [ml

Lheal Heated region length [m]

d Oriented line differential [m]

M Magnetization [A/rn]

M Saturation magnetization of magnetic material [A/rn]



NOTATION AND SYMBOLS (Continued)

Symbol Description Units

M1 Saturation magnetization of ferrofluid [A/rn]

m Magnetic dipole moment [Am2]

n Number of moles [mol]

n Normal unit vector [-I

P Pressure [Pa]

z'1'2'r3 Interpolation factors [-I

q Heat flux [J/m2s]

q Electric charge [C]

q1 q2 , q3 Interpolation factors [-I

R Pipe radius [ml

Rcmin Coi' inner radius [m}

Rcm Coil outer radius [rn]

p(u)D
Re Reynolds number

{-}
12

5' Entropy [3/K]

8 Surface [m2]

d$ Differential oriented surface element [rn2]

sl,s2,s3 Interpo'ation factors [-]



NOTATION AND SYMBOLS (Continued)

Symbol Description Units

TEM Maxwell stress tensor [Pa]

T Temperature [K]

7 Bulk temperature [K]

t Trne [s]

Internal energy per unit mass [3/kg]

u Fluid velocity [m/s]

(u) Average velocity of laminar flow [m/s]

V Electric potential [Vi

CV Volume {m3]

dCl) Differential volume element [m3]

a Angle between vorticity and magnetic field [rad]

Symmetric rate of deformation tensor [us]

Electric permitivity [C2/Nm2]

Vacuum electric permitivity [C2/Nm2]

Chemical potential [J/mol]

11 Fluid viscosity [Pas]

m Fluid viscosity at zero field [Pas]

r Carrier fluid viscosity [Pas]



NOTATION AND SYMBOLS (Continued)

Symbol Description Units

Ai Field-dependent contribution to fluid viscosity [Pas]

K Boltzmann constant [3/K]

12 Magnetic permeability [N/A2]

Vacuum magnetic permeability [N/A2]

Langevin parameter [-1

P Fluid density [kg/rn3]

p1 Free charge density [C/rn3]

a Electric conductivity [S/rn]

h Hydrodynarnic volume fraction of magnetic material [-]
in ferrofluid (particle and surfactant layer)

m Volume fraction of magnetic material in ferrofluid

XE Electric susceptibility [-]

Magnetic susceptibility [-]

Viscous stress tensor [Pa]

p Generic independent variable of energy functional [unspecified]

Generic flux of energy functional [unspecified]

Vorticity [rad/s]



NOTATION AND SYMBOLS (Continued)

Coordinate systems

Coordinates Unit vectors

Cartesian x, y, z 1, , I

Cylindrical r, 0, z j, ö,

Physical constants

Symbol Value Units

Speed of light c 3x108 rn/s

Vaccum permitivity 8.85x1012 C2/Nm2

Vaccum permeability 4tx1O7 N/A2
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Special symbols

Symbol Description

V Gradient operator

v Divergence operator

Vx Curloperator

f] Matrix

I I

Magnitude of a vector; determinate of a matrix

III ii
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Subscnts in discretization equations

The center of the current cell is denoted by the subscript P. The
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Coupled Momentum and Heat Transport in Laminar
Axisymmetric Pipe Flow of Ferrofluids in Non-Uniform

Magnetic Fields: Theory and Simulation

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Thesis overview

Consider a fluid with magnetic susceptibility and/or electric conductivity

in laminar flow through a pipe. Momentum is transported through the fluid

and a parabolic velocity profile is developed. When such fluid flows through a

region with a magnetic field, the presence of electromagnetic interactions

affect the flow pattern and alter the velocity profile in that region. If, in

addition to these conditions, the pipe wall is heated, the heat transfer to the

fluid will be affected by the changes in fluid velocity.

In order to study such effects, the momentum and energy conservation

equations need to be amended to include the corresponding electromagnetic

interactions. Then, a solution strategy is devised and implemented in a

computer code to generate a simulation of the momentum and heat exchange.

The results obtained velocity and temperature profiles are examined

and explained based on the transport and electromagnetic theory behind.
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1.2 Thesis rationale

Any long walk is made of small steps. The research presented here is

only one of many steps. The broader, long term picture is the real driving

force of this work. This view is briefly described here, followed by the short-

term objectives of the thesis.

1.2.1 Research vision

From the point of view of Chemical Engineering, transport processes are

conceived in a somewhat conventional form. The main attention is centered on

mechanisms and forces such as gravity, viscous drag, pressure, conduction,

and diffusion, just to mention some of the most common.

Current unit operations rely so much on these forces, that they become

very difficult or nearly impossible to perform in their absence. For instance,

most chemical engineering equipment turns out to be useless in reduced- or

zero-gravity conditions. This situation can change dramatically upon

introduction of an additional force, field or gradient. As an example, consider

fluidization. Impossible in zero-gravity, it becomes feasible upon introduction

of a new field, i.e. a magnetic field (Pinto-Espinoza 2003; Sornchamni 2001).
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There are other physical phenomena that are much less common in

chemical engineering processes. Electromagnetic fields are just one example.

Surface and interface tension, u'trasonic energy, short-range interparticle

forces, quantum interactions... When these phenomena are included into

existing engineering processes, a wide variety of enhanced and/or new

processes can arise. Bosworth presented a generalized perspective of

transport phenomena, on which various transport processes are described on a

common basis (Bosworth 1956).

In some other circumstances, it is the size scale that determines what

forces come into play. In a 10-meter high storage tank, gravity and pressure

are fundamental, while surface tension is no concern for the engineer. The

opposite situation arises in a 10-micron channel: surface tension is dominant,

whereas gravity has very little influence. A description of these phenomena is

necessary to extend chemical engineering principles to very small or very large

scales.

The long-term purpose of this research is to contribute to a broader

unified transport theory, embracing new and uncommon concepts. This theory

will make possible, someday, the creation and understanding of new

technologies based on these new forces.
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1.2.2 Thesis objectives

In particular, this thesis research has the following short-term

objectives:

Show the necessary additions to the momentum conservation equation

and the energy conservation equation when the fluid is subject to

electromagnetic fields.

Develop a strategy to simulate and interpret the effect of these fields in

the particular case of transport of momentum and heat in the

axisymmetric pipe flow of a water-based ferrofluid.

I Extrapolate the simulation to predict the behavior of an hypothetical

liquid metal-based ferrofluid under similar flow conditions.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The first section of this chapter describes the fundamental equations for

mass, momentum and energy transport in the absence of electromagnetic

fields. A brief description of the fundamental principles of electromagnetism is

presented in the second section. The basic structure and properties of

ferrofluids is included in the third section. Finally, the last section includes a

survey of research done in the areas of magnetohydrodynamics,

electrohydrodyna m ics, and ferrohydrodyna mics.

21 Transport phenomena

Transport phenomena is a collective name given to processes by which

a given physical entity 4 is moved through space and generated from or

transformed into other physical quantities by known mechanisms. Mass,

momentum, energy, charge, and entropy are examples of this physical entity

9L

The equations used to describe such phenomena are divided into two

categories: conservation equations and constitutive relations. A conservation



equation represents a balance of .4, usually performed in a stationary control

volume. It contains terms for the rate of change of within the control

volume, rate of &4 transported into or out the control volume, and rate of 4

generated or disappeared within the control volume. All terms in a

conservation equation involve the same entity .'(. Conservation equations

hold true for all situations, since they derive from fundamental principles.

On the other hand, a constitutive relation is an equation that associates

physical quantities of different nature. It relates the transport or generation of

4 with one or more driving forces. Often, the exact nature of this

relationship is not very well understood; and the constitutive relation is based

mainly on experimental evidence.

The solution of the conservation equation, with all necessary

constitutive relations and boundary/initial conditions, gives the spatial

distribution and temporal evolution of .( within the considered region.

Very often, the transport of one quantity is coupled with the

transport of another quantity 9. When a carrier possesses two or more

physical quantities, the transport of one is coupled to the transport of the

other. For instance, matter has mass, momentum, energy, and so on. The

change in the amount of matter within the control volume will change not only

its mass, but also its momentum.

In other cases, it is the constitutive relations that couple the transport

of &t and9. For instance, the diffusion coefficient, in the constitutive
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relation of diffusive mass transport, might depend on temperature.

A temperature distribution from the energy conservation equation will therefore

affect the transport of mass, through the temperature-dependent diffusion

coefficient.

Length scale also plays a role defining which transport processes are

dominant. In micro-scale devices, for example, diffusion and surface tension

are dominant; whereas convection and magnetohydrodynamic flow are

fundamental in astrophysics.

2.1.1 fr/ass conservation equation

The mass conservation equation is obtained from a mass balance in a

stationary control volume (Bird et al. 1960). The general form of the mass

balance is

[Mass fowl [Mass fowl =1 Change of

[ intoCv ] [outof CV] [massincv
(2.1-1)

Balances are performed assuming all fluxes in the positive direction of

the axes, regardless of the actual direction of the flow. For this, consider the

control volume of sides &LyAz shown in Figure 2.1.
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puL+

puxix

_0

IPUY1y+

PuxJx+Ls_x 4

Pu Ixzz

Figure 2.1 Control volume for mass conservation, showing
convective mass transport.

The different contributions to the mass balance, taken during a time

interval At are summarized in Table 2.1.

Inserting all these contributions into Equation 2.1-1 and dividing by

AxAyAzAt

pu Pu pu, pu2I pI,+, p1,
(2.1-2)

purl PUX
+ Y Y+y

+ -

Ax Ay Az At

Taking the limit as Ax, Ay, Az, and At approach zero,

[ a a a 1_ap
[(Pu) + (pu) + _(Puz)j (2.1-3)



Table 2.1 Contributions to the mass balance

Mechanism Contribution

Input by convection + puJ 1\xAy&

Output by convection A t+pul AxAzAt + puJ thyAt
y+Ly

Change of mass in CV
(I pI,)AxAy&

Collecting all terms in one side of the equation, and using vector

notation,

+V(pu)=O (2.1-4)

Equation 2.1-4 is the mass conservation equation, also known as

continuity equation.
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2.1.2 Momentum conservation equation

The momentum conservation equation is comes from a momentum

balance in a stationary control volume &AyL.z

[Momentum 1 [ Momentum 1 [Sum of forcesl [ Change of 1
I i-i 1+1 1=1 (2.1-5)
[flow into CVj [flow out of CVJ [acting on ] Lmomentum in CVJ

The balance in Equation 2.1-5 is performed separately for each

component of momentum, and then combined into a single vector equation.

The different contributions to the momentum balance in the x-direction are

summarized in Table 2.2.

All contributions from Table 2.2 are inserted into equation 2.1-5.

Dividing by AxAyAzLu and taking the limit as these intervals approach zero,

_[-_-(uu) + -(puu) +
(2.1-6)

3t a a

-(----
--+---- ---+pg=-(pu)

The same procedure is done for y and z -components. All three

components are gathered into a vector equation, the momentum conservation

equation

-(pu)+V(puu)+VP+Vtpg = 0 (2.1-7)
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Table 2.2 Contributions to the x-momentum balance

Mechanism Contribution

Input by puu AyzAt + pu,u Aththt + puu AxAy&
convection

Output by uj ixyzAt + U U AxAzAt + puu AthyAt
Yconvection y+Ay

Input by viscous t + +
stress

Output by viscous Aytht+t
stress X+AX y+t.y

Pressure force (I PI+jAyAtht

Gravity force pgAxAyAtht

Change of (pu(,+,x -momentum
in CV

The viscous stress tensor 'r is related to the fluid velocity and fluid

properties through a constitutive relation. For a Newtonian fluid, for instance,

(2.1-8)
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where r is the Newtonian viscosity, a scalar independent of shear stress and

shear rate; ' is the symmetrical rate of deformation tensor, or shear rate,

given in Equation 2.1-9; and I is the unit tensor.

= (Vu)+(Vu)T (2.1-9)

Figure 2.2 shows the orientation of the components of t on the faces of

the control volume.

tY

tzx

Figure 2.2 Control volume indicating the components of the
viscous stress tensor. The components are shown only on the
faces visible from the point of view of the observer.
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2.1.3 Energy conservation equation

The energy conservation equation follows from an energy balance in a

stationary control volume. The derivation is similar to that of mass and

momentum conservation, although more lengthy. For the sake of simplicity,

the equation is presented here without proof; the interested reader should

consult the derivation elsewhere (Bird et al. 1960). Equation 2.1-10 is the

energy conservation equation

-[p(U ++u2)]+V{pu(U ++u2)]
(2.1-10)at

+Vqp(ug)+V.(pu)+v.(t.u)= 0

This equation is usually considered the sum of two equations, the

mechanical energy conservation equation (Equation 2.1-11) and the thermal

energy conservation equation (Equation 2.1-12).

(pu2)+v.(pu2u)_pv.u+v.(pu)_p(.g)
(2.1-11)

+ V ( . u) Vu =0

-(pU)+v(pUu)+vq+PVu+t :Vu = 0 (2.1-12)

This last equation is usually more convenient for problems involving

heat transfer.
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Fourier's law (Equation 2.1-13) is a constitutive equation relating the

conductive heat flux q to the temperature gradient VT.

q=kVT (2.1-13)

2.2 Fundamentals of electromagnetism

Most texts in electromagnetism begin with the basic concepts of electric

charge, current, and electromagnetic fields, leaving Maxwell equations for more

advanced chapters in the text. Here, the presentation is done backwards:

Maxwell equations are given first and, with that in mind, the basic elements

that appear in them are described in a general overview. A complete

presentation of the fundamentals in electromagnetism is beyond the scope of

this thesis. The interested reader should consult references in this field

(Griffiths 1999; Jackson 1999; Landau et al. 1984; Rothwell and Cloud 2001).

2.2.1 Maxwell equations

<<Maxwell equations>> is a collective designation for a set of four partial

differential equations relating electric and magnetic fields, along with their
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sources. Historically, each equation was developed independently. It was

James Clerk Maxwell who recognized them as the collective description of

electromagnetic phenomena. Here, the Maxwell equations are presented

without proof, which can be found elsewhere in texts on electromagnetism

(Jackson 1999). The integral form of Maxwell equations is

jDd=fPqdC1) (2.2-1)

(2.2-2)

Bd$=O (2.2-3)

W dt f (
+

d (2.2-4)

Alternatively, this set of equations is represented in differential form

VD=Pq (2.2-5)

VxE= (2.2-6)
at

VB=O (2.2-7)

VxH=J+ (2.2-8)
at

Equations 2.2-1 and 2.2-5 are known as Gauss' law, and relate the

electric displacement field to its source, the free charge density. Equations
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2.2-2 and 2.2-6 are known as Faraday's law, and describe the electric field

induced by a time-varying magnetic field. Equations 2.2-3 and 2.2-7 do not

have any particular name, they follow from the physical nonexistence of

magnetic monopoles. Finally, Equations 2.2-4 and 2.2-8 are known as

Ampere's law, and they describe the magnetic field produced by an electric

current density and/or a time-dependent electric field.

Both forms of Maxwell equations are related through the following

definitions of divergence and curl

VG= urn (2.29)
L\9J-O AC))

S

VxG tim (2.2-10)
M-.O

The charge conservation equation, which derives from Maxwell

equations, is given in integral and differential forms in Equation 2.2-11 and

2.2-12.

J.d8=_fIdCV

3p

at

(2.2-11)

(2.2-12)
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2.2.2 Constitutive relations

The basic constitutive equations (Jackson 1999) relating the fields E

and B to their corresponding auxiliary fields D and H are given by

(2.2-13)

(2.2-14)

where E is the electric permitivity and j.t is the magnetic permeability. In

vacuum, the permitivity has the value of = 8.85x1012 C2/Nm2 and the

permeability is = 4itx107 N/A2.

These two constants are not independent of each other; they are

related through the speed of light,

2
C

E0J.10

(2.2-15)

A material is said to be isotropic if and p. are scalar functions, and

anisotropic if they are tensor functions. In an isotropic material, D is collinear

with E, and H is collinear with B. The fields are not collinear in an

anisotropic material. Additionally, the material is ilnear if E and .t are

independent of the fields, and non-linear if otherwise. A detailed description of

these and related categories of materials can be found elsewhere (Rothwell

and Cloud 2001).



An additional constitutive relation is Ohm's law, relating the electric

current density with the electric field, through the medium conductivity

J=aE (2.2-16)

2.2.3 Electromagnetic boundary conditions

The boundary conditions for electromagnetic fields can be derived using

Maxwell equations (Jackson 1999). If the interface has a surface charge

density cYq and surface current density K, the relation between the

electromagnetic fields on either side of the interface is given by

(2.2-17)

B21B11=O (2.2-18)

=0 (2.2-19)

H211H111 =K (2.2-20)

The normal component of D is discontinuous because of the surface

charge density; the normal component of B and the tangential component of

E are continuous; and the tangential component of H is discontinuous

because of the surface current density.
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Complementary relations are derived from Equations 2.2-17 to 2.2-20

by using the constitutive relations for the fields (Equations 2.2-13 and 2.2-14)

2E21E1E11 =a (2.2-21)

ji2H2 p1H11 = 0 (2.2-22)

(2.2-23)
2 1

(2.2-24)
2 Il

2.2.4 Po/ar,ation and magnetL'ation

When an electrically susceptible material is subject to an electric field, it

becomes polarized according to the relation

P=D*0E (2.2-25)

the electric susceptibility of a linear isotropic material is then defined as

P
XE (2.2-26)

Similarly, a magnetically susceptible material becomes magnetized when

subject to a magnetic field. The magnetization is defined as
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M=-1--B-H (2.2-27)
I-to

with a magnetic susceptibility given by

XM_H (2.2-28)

The electric susceptibility is always a positive number, whereas the

magnetic susceptibility can range from -1 (for superconductors) to positive

values (paramagnetic and ferromagnetic materials)

2.25 Scalar and vector potentials

Two potentials are sometimes useful in calculating electromagnetic

fields: the scalar potential V and the vector potential A. From these

potentials, the fields are calculated as

E=-VV- (2.2-29)
at

B=VxA (2.2-30)

The potentials can be calculated from known charge and current

distributions, as described by (Griffiths 1999).
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2.3 Ferrofluids

A ferrofluid is a colloidal suspension of very fine particles that have

magnetic properties, usuaUy magnetite or a ferromagnetic metal (Rosensweig

1985). This dispersed solid phase is responsible for the fluid magnetic

susceptibility. The particle size is usually on the order of 10 nm, and can be

considered a single magnetic domain.

In order to prevent the particles from aggregating because of

interparticle magnetic forces, a liquid surfactant is added when manufacturing

the ferrofluid. This surfactant is usually a long chain organic acid with

hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups. The surfactant creates a coating layer

(usually about 2 nm thick) around the particle, preventing it from getting too

close to other particles (Figure 2.3).

Ferrofluids usually contain less than 25 vol. % of magnetic dispersed

phase. At higher volume fractions, a sharp decrease in fluidity has been

observed.
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"p

dhYd

Figure 2.3 Magnetic particle in a ferrofluid, showing the
surfactant layer.

Water and hydrocarbon oils are typical carrier fluids. Important

research efforts are currently done to develop a ferrofluid with a liquid metal as

carrier fluid, because of the high thermal and electric conductivities. Some

liquid metal-based fluids of low magnetic content have been produced

(Berkovskii et al. 1993). The main limiting factor is the lack of an adequate

surfactant to prevent particle agglomeration and segregation from the liquid

phase.
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2.4 Current research areas

Typically, fluid mechanics in the presence of electromagnetic fields has

been divided into three main areas, depending upon the fluid properties and

the electromagnetic field involved: magnetohydrodynamics,

ferrohydrodynamics, and electrohydrodynamics. The theoretical basis of each

area has been developed from the same fundamental principles, although they

are seldom presented in a unified way, applicable to any electromagnetic-

hydrodynamic condition.

Due to the mathematical complexity of the models involved, special

simplifications are often introduced in the electromagnetic calculations. In

many cases, solutions are presented for the special case of uniform electric or

magnetic field, so that the electromagnetic terms are constant (Bansal et al.

1999; Baumagartl and Muller 1992; Cuevas and Ramos 1997). In other cases,

a very particular equation for the field is assumed, so that an analytical

solution can be obtained (Chiam 1999; Kumari et al. 1995).

2.4.1 Magn etohydro dynamics

Magnetohydrodynamics was the first discipline to derive from fluid

mechanics and electromagnetic theory. Its basic principle is the interaction
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between a conducting fluid and an externally supplied magnetic field. In some

cases, the motion of the fluid through the field induces electric currents, which

in turn experience an interaction force with the field. In other cases, a

potential difference is applied to the fluid to create an electric current in a

region where a magnetic field is present, and the electromagnetic force is

responsible for the fluid motion.

2.4.2 Ferrohydrodynamics

Ferrohydrodynamics covers the study of fluids with non-zero magnetic

susceptibility, which are usually divided into ferrofluids and magnetorheological

fluids. A ferrofluid is a colloidal suspension of nano-size ferromagnetic

particles. It has the characteristic of being stable as fluid even at very high

magnetic fields (Rosensweig 1982). On the other hand, a magnetorheological

fluid contains micron-size particles. When a magnetic field is applied, the

particles form large chains and aggregates due to the interparticle magnetic

force. This gives the fluid a Bingham plastic behavior when a magnetic field is

applied. Its yield stress is dependent on the field, and the viscosity coefficient

depends on both field and shear rate (Jolly et al. 1999; Richter et al. 2001).
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23.3 Electrohydrodynamics

Electrohydrodynamics studies the flow of dielectric liquids in the

presence of an electric field. The fluid may have been electrically charged

(charge injection), or contain suspended particles of high electric susceptibility

(electrorheological fluids).

Electrorheological fluids behave similarly to magnetorheological fluids.

The application of an electric field causes particle chain formation, and the fluid

behaves as a Bingham plastic with a field dependent yield stress.
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CHAPTER 3

TRANSPORT IN THE PRESENCE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

This chapter covers the necessary additions to the momentum and heat

transport equations when the fluid is subject to electromagnetic fields. The

magnetic field effect in the viscosity of a ferrofluid is also discussed.

3.1 Electromagnetic contribution to momentum conservation

Two additional terms appear in the momentum conservation equation

when electromagnetic fields are present. The first one is the rate of change of

electromagnetic momentum Dx E. The second one is the electromagnetic

force, expressed as the divergence of the Maxwell stress tensor T. With

these additions, the momentum conservation equation is

3
(pu)+(DxB)+V(puu)+VP+V.tpg--V.TEM = 0 (3.1-1)
at at
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3.1.1 Derivation of the Maxwell stress tensor

It is necessary to derive the stress tensor TEM that represents the

forces due to electromagnetic fields. Separate derivations for the case of

electric fields (Castellanos 1998) and for the case of magnetic fields

(Rosensweig 1985) can be found in the literature. Landau presented the

arguments on which these derivations are based (Landau et al. 1984). The

derivation presented here is a generalization for the case of both electric and

magnetic fields.

In order to find the Maxwell stress tensor and the corresponding

electromagnetic force, it is necessary to define the Helmholtz free energy in

the presence of electromagnetic fields. For a given volume, the change in total

Helmholtz free energy is given as

dF = SdTPdV+,dn1 _f(D.dE)dcV_f(WdB)cfl) (3.1-2)

Let F be the change in free energy in the absence of electromagnetic

fields, so that

dF=dF_f(D.dE)dcV-f(H.dB)dcV (3.1-3)

dF0 SdTPdV+1dn1 (3.1-4)



From Equation 3.1-3, the change in Helmholtz free energy per unit

volume is

dF=dF0 DdEHdB (3.1-5)

Since d(DE)=DdE+EdD and d(BH)=BdH+HdB, Equation

3.1-5 is equivalent to

dF=d1d(DE)EdDd(BH)+BdH (3.1-6)

from which the free Helmholtz energy per unit volume is

- 1'11F]DE+J E.dD_B.H+J BdH (3.1-7)
0 0

The change in F with respect to the electric field, obtained from

Equation 3.1-5, is

(3.1-8)

where the derivative with respect to the field vector is defined as

aP aE.----x+----y+----z (3.1-9)
8E aE 8E 8E

Likewise, for the magnetic field,
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(3.1-10)

If the free energy is a function of mass density and electromagnetic

fields, the total change in F is

-dF-----dp+dE+dB (3.1-11)
8p 3E c9B

Substituting Equations 3.1-8 and 3.1-10 into Equation 3-11,

dF=----dpDdEHdB (3.1-12)

From Equation 3.1-5,

3F 9] 8E=----D------H (3.1-13)
8p ap c9p ap

Substituting Equation 3.1-13 into Equation 3.1-12,

dfrdpDdpHdpD.dEll.dB (3.1-14)
äp ap ap

Since the partial derivatives of the fields with respect to density are

done at constant D and H, Equation 3.1-14 can be expressed as

dfr dpDdEHdB (3.1-15)
ap o3p o3p



Consider now a layer of fluid confined between two infinite parallel

plates separated by a distance h, as shown in Figure 3.1. The fluid is subject

to a uniform electric field, produced by a uniform charge distribution in the

plates. The p'ates are maintained at constant electric potential V. Due to

symmetry, the electric field has only z -component and it is confined to the

region between the plates.

Additionally, the fluid is subject to a uniform magnetic field, produced

by a series of infinitely long straight wires carrying a constant current I. The

magnetic field has only y-component and it is also confined between the

plates.

As seen in Figure 3.2, the upper plate is displaced a small distance in

an arbitrary direction. This process is done isothermally and quasistatically.

For this expansion, mass conservation implies

d(hp)=O

Thus, the change in fluid density due to expansion is

dp = dh

where ñ is the outward unit vector normal to the upper plate.

(3.1-16)

(3.1-17)
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Additionally, the electric potential V is kept constant during the

displacement, ensuring

d(hE)=O (3.1-18)

dE=dh (3.1-19)

The total magnetic field linked by the current is also kept constant,

therefore

d(hB) = 0 (3.1-20)

dB=dh (3.1-21)

Denoting the force per unit area applied to the upper plate as Tn, the

work done in this displacement, per unit area of plate, is Tñ. This work

has to be equal to the change in free energy, also per unit area, d(hF).

Therefore

Tñ=hdP+Pdh (3.1-22)

Substituting dfr from equation 3.1-15 and F from Equation 3.1-7 into

Equation 3.1-22,
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= hI(Q_f-..dD_f!..dH)dP_D.dE_H.dB]
(3.1-23)

[3p o0p o3p

H 1

DE+ J E.dD-BH+f BdH!dhJo 0 J

Using equation 3.1-17 to eliminate dp and collecting all terms with dh,

D(

.T.n=dh[17_P_D.E+f E+P__).dD
(3.1-24)

3B)
_B.H+f B+p .dH]_h[D.dE+H.dB]

The first two terms in brackets represent the thermodynamic pressure

at zero field,

aF
F0p--=-1 (3.1-25)

By using equation 3.1-19, the electric part of the last term is

hDdE=D(.E)ñ=(D.ñ)(.E)=.DE.n (3.1-26)

and similarly for the magnetic field. Additionally, the increase in distance

between the plates dh is just n. Therefore, equation 3.1-24 becomes
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= .ñ[_i _D.E+f(E+P).dD
(3.1-27)

_B.H+f(B+).dH]+.DE.n+.BH.n

By simple inspection, the stress tensor is

T=_II+DE+[_D.Ef E+ .dD]I
3E

p

(3.1-28)

[
+BH+ _B.H+f B+__).dR]I

0

where I is the unit tensor. Since pressure appears explicitly in the momentum

balance, it is customary not to include it in the electromagnetic stress tensor.

The resulting form is known as the Maxwell stress tensor

TEMDE+[_D.E+f E+p
(3.1-29)

+BH_[B.H+f B+pj

The terms involving aE/ap and 3BIap correspond to electrostriction

and magnetostriction effects, respectively. They represent forces present

when electric permitivity and/or magnetic permeability of the medium change

with the fluid density.
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For an incompressible fluid, with constitutive relations D = EE and

H = B / jt, Equation 3.1-29 simplifies to the very well known equation

TEM =DE+BH--(DE+BH)I (3.1-30)

3.1.2 Lorentz force density

The Maxwell stress tensor, excluding electro and magnetostriction, can

be combined with the rate of change in electromagnetic momentum D XB of

Equation 3.1.1 and reduced to the well known Lorentz force density. For that

purpose, consider

f=VTEM----(DxB)
at

(3.1-3 1)

f = v .[DE . E)I + BH --(B H)I]---(D x B) (3.1-32)

The divergence of a scalar function times the unit tensor I is just the

gradient of that scalar function. Therefore, V.[(D.E)I]= V(D.E), and

V [(B. H) I] = V (B. H). The force density becomes

f=V.(DE)V(D.E)V.(BH)--V(B.H)!(DxB) (3.1-33)
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Using the constitutive relations D=E and H=B/p.,

f = [v(EE)v(EE)]+p[v(iffl)+v(HH)]

-(E xH) (3.1-34)

Recall the two following vector identities, for a given vectorA,

V(AA)=2AVA-l-2Ax(VxA) (3.1-35)

v(AA)=AvA+A(v.A) (3.1-36)

eliminate AVA and rearrange to get

v(AA)v(AA)= A(VA)Ax(VxA) (3.1-37)

By using Equation 3.1-37 with the fields E and H, the force density is

cast in the form

f=E[E(V.E)Ex(VxE)]-I-.t[H(V.H)Hx(VxH)]

ct--(ExH) (3.1-38)

or

f=E(VD)Dx(VxE)+H(V.B)Bx(VxH)---(DxB) (3.1-39)
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Recall that VB = 0, hence the third term disappears. Also, the curl of

E is eliminated by using Faraday's law, VxE=, to get

f =E(V.D)+DxBx(VxH)---(DxB) (3.1-40)

The last term in Equation 3.1-40 can be changed through the product

rule for differentiation

8 8B aD(DxB)=Dx+xB=Dx---Bx (3.1-41)
at at at at at

and used to eliminate the second term in Equation 3.1-40 and get

aDf=E(VD)Bx(VxH)+Bx (3.1-42)
at

Recall, from Maxwell equations, that

VD=Pq (3.1-43)

VxH=J (3.1-44)
at

therefore, the electromagnetic force in Equation 3.1-42 becomes the well-

known Lorentz force density

(3.1-45)



This relation accounts for all electromagnetic forces, excluding electro

and magnetostriction effects. Replacing the electromagnetic momentum and

the Maxwell stress tensor in Equation 3.1-1 by the Lorentz force density, the

momentum conservation equation becomes

-(pu)+V(puu)+VP+V.tpgf = 0 (3.1-46)

3.2 Viscosity of ferrofluids

Another magnetic field effect on the momentum transfer in a ferrofluid

is the increase of viscosity with the field. The apparent viscosity of a ferrofluid

is the result of three contributions: the viscosity of the carrier fluid, the effect

of colloidal suspended particles in the fluid, and the magnetic field effect in the

rotation of those particles (the so-called vortex viscositj'.

The carrier fluid determines most of the temperature dependence of the

ferrofluid viscosity. The magnetic contribution is usually represented as an

addition to the viscosity at zero field,

(3.2-1)
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3.2.1 Ferrofluid viscosity at zero field

In the absence of magnetic field, the ferrofluid exhibits the same

viscous behavior as other colloidal suspensions. One of the first models

developed to predict the viscosity of dilute suspensions (Einstein 1906) is

(3.2-2)
TIC

where Ph is the hydrodynamic volume fraction (particle and surfactant layer).

For highly concentrated fluids, the colloid viscosity deviates from

Equation 3.2-2. A two-constant equation (Rosensweig et al. 1965) has been

proposed to account for this deviation

1

T1 l+acph+lxph
(3.2-3)

Equation 3.2-3 must reduce to Equation 3.2-2 at low volume fractions,

therefore a = 2.5. On the other hand, the suspension becomes rigid at some

critical concentration hence

(*)2 (3.2-4)

With a critical volume fraction of = 0.6, corresponding to ideal

packing of spheres, the coefficient b has the value of 1.389.
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3.2.2 Vortex viscosity

The magnetic field effect in the microscopic momentum transport in a

ferrofluid is known as vortex or rotational viscosity. Consider a spherical

magnetic particle suspended in a shear flow, as presented in Figure 3.3 (left).

The velocity gradient induces the particle to rotate with angular velocity

collinear with the fluid vorticity . The rotation creates additional friction,

contributing to the apparent viscosity of the fluid. In the absence of field, this

process is responsible for the viscosity increase in Equations 3.2-2 and 3.2-3.

If the fluid is subject to a magnetic field collinear with the flow vorticity,

the magnetic moment is also aligned with the angular velocity of the particle.

There is no magnetic torque acting on the particle.

If the field is perpendicular to the vorticity, as seen in Figure 3.3 (right),

the magnetic moment is perpendicular to the angular velocity of the particle.

The rotation of the particle causes a misalignment between the magnetic

moment and the field. The induced magnetic torque opposes the viscous

torque, hindering particle rotation. The overall macroscopic effect is an

increase in the apparent viscosity of the fluid.
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Particle rotation
causes magnetic

misalignment

Figure 3.3 Vortex viscosity effect in a ferrofluid. Left: if B II
there is no field effect in particle rotation. Right: if B J the
magnetic moment misalignment hinders particle rotation.

The vortex viscosity depends also on the thermal energy of the particle.

At higher temperatures, thermal random motion prevents the magnetic

alignment of the particle, resulting in the reduction of vortex viscosity.

The Langevin function

L() = coth-- (3.2-5)

is used to describe the behavior resulting from the competing disordering

(random thermal) and ordering (magnetic torque) mechanisms. The Langevin
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argument represents the relative magnitude of magnetic and thermal

energies

KT
(3.2-6)

For spherical particles of diameter d and saturation magnetization

in a ferrofluid of magnetic susceptibility XMl the Langevin argument becomes

it MOOBd3
(3.2-7)

The vortex viscosity (Shliomis 1972) is given by

tanh
2

Au =15uoqh sin a (3.2-8)
+ tanh E

where a is the angle between vorticity and magnetic field. The effect of the

Langevin argument in the vortex viscosity is plotted in Figure 3.4. At very

large E,, the curve approaches the maximum value of 1.
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Figure 3.4 Effect of Langevin argument in the viscosity of a
ferrofluid.

3.3 Electromagnetic contribution to energy conservation

In general, vf represents the volume density of work produced by

moving an object at velocity v under the action of a force f (per unit volume).

The electromagnetic work done over a system is the result of motion of charge

against the Lorentz force. Hence,

WEM EM =V(PqE+JXB) (3.3-1)

Since the current density is J = PqV Equation 3.3-1 becomes

WEM_PqVE+PqV(VXB) (3.2-2)
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By a vector identity, v (v x B) = B (v x v), but v x v = 0 by definition.

Therefore, the only contribution to the electromagnetic work is

WEM =PqVJE (3.2-3)

Equation 3.2-3 agrees with the experimentally known fact that magnetic

fields do no work on charges. This term represents the conversion of

electromagnetic energy to thermal energy. Therefore, it should be included in

the thermal energy equation (Equation 2.1.12) to get

-(pU)+v(pUu)+vq+Pvu+t:vu--J.E=o (3.2-4)

The electromagnetic term in Equation 3.2-4 can be expressed in terms

of the fields only. For that effect, recall Ampere's law (Equation 2.2-8) and use

it to eliminate the current density

JE =IVxH-E
at)

(3.2-5)

With use of the vector identity V(ExH)=H(VXE)E(VXH),

Equation 3.2-5 becomes

JE=V(ExH)E+H(VxE) (3.2-6)

Recall Faraday's law (Equation 2.2-6) and use it to eliminate VxE
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JE=V.(ExH)EH (3.2-7)
at at

or

J.E=V(ExH)---(+DE++B.H) (3.2-8)

The product E x H is known as Poynting vector S and represents the

flux of electromagnetic energy. Only its integral over a closed surface has any

meaning. In electromagnetic radiation, the time average of S indicates the

energy and direction of the electromagnetic wave.

The terms -DE and BH represent the electromagnetic energy

density associated with the fields.

With inclusion of these two terms, the thermal energy conservation

equation (Equation 3.2-4) becomes

a a
(pU)-i----(-DE +-BH)+V .(pUu)

(3.2-9)at at

+Vq+VS+PVu+t:Vu=O



CHAPTER 4

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

4.1 Overview
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The objective of the simulation is to find the steady state velocity and

temperature profile for the given conditions. The numerical simulation consists

of algorithms to calculate the three major elements in the system: magnetic

field, momentum transport, and heat transport.

4.1.1 Physical descriotion

The system consists of a circular pipe of radius R, through which a

ferrofluid is flowing in laminar flow. A certain length of the pipe (Lh) can be

externally heated at constant wall temperature; otherwise the pipe wall is

adiabatic. See Appendix D for the dimensions used in the simulation.

Two different magnetic field configurations are tested. In the first case,

a coil is placed next to the pipe wall (Figure 4.1). In the second case, the

current in one half of the coil is inverted, creating two identical coils with

opposite current placed side-by-side along the pipe wall (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.1 Problem setup with a single coil.
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Figure 4.2 Problem setup with two coils of opposite current.
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4.1.2 Solution strategy

The simulation is perfomed in cylindrical coordinates. Due to the axial

symmetry, there is no variation in the 0-direction, and the solution is

represented in the rz -plane. The objective of the simulation is to find the

steady state velocity and temperature for the given conditions.

The magnetic field is calculated using triangular first-order finite

elements for the vector potential A. The solution is obtained using the

variational method to minimize the electromagnetic energy of the system (Ida

and Bastos 1992).

This solution of momentum and heat transfer is obtained by using the

transient equations, and allowing the system to evolve to the steady state.

This approach is sometimes referred to as pseudo-steady solution. The time

step is not as small as that required for an accurate transient solution, but is

small enough to ensure stability and convergence. The qualitative behavior of

the solution is physically realistic, although not necessarily exact, and the final

steady-state solution is the same. The transient equations are integrated

forward in time using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.

The velocity profile is calculated by the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method

for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm, using a staggered grid for the

velocities (Patankar 1977). The upwind scheme is used to improve accuracy

and stability in both momentum and heat transport calculations.
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4.2 Magnetic field simulation

The magnetic field is calculated by dividing the simulation domain into

triangular finite elements. The variational method is used to obtain the vector

potential A. The magnetic field is then calculated as B = V x A. In the

axisymmetric case, the vector potential has only 0 -component and the

magnetic field components are calculated as

B =--- (4.2-1)r

9Z

B _(rA0)-4+4 (4.2-2)
rär r

To avoid confusion with other subscripts, the subscript 0 is dropped

from this point forward; the vector potential is represented simply as A.

4.21 Computational domain

The magnetic field is calculated in a region including the pipe and the

coils. Vertically, this region coincides with the length of the pipe. Radially, it

extends beyond the coils, to ensure accurate calculation of the fields. The

region is first divided in rectangles, and each square is split into two triangular

cells (Figure 4.3).
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'1;.

pipe
wall

NJ= U

j=1

Figure 4.3 Computational domain for magnetic field. Vector
potential is calculated at the nodes (circles). The condition A = 0
is imposed to all boundary nodes (black circles).
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Inside the pipe, all rectangles are cells and match those of the

momentum and heat transport calculations (see sections 4.3 and 4.4). Outside

the pipe, rectangles may be wider, since the magnetic field is weaker and less

accuracy is required.

Cells and nodes are numbered from bottom to top, and left to right, as

exemplified in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Examp'e of node and cell numbering for vector
potential calculation.
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4.2.2 Axisymmetric finite element formulation for vector potential

Consider the finite element in Figure 4.5. It is a triangular region in the

rz -plane, rotated around the z -axis. Assume that the vector potential is a

linear function of both r and z (first order finite element)

A(r,z)= a0 +a1r +a2z

z

(4.2-3)

A,

(r,, z2)

Figure 4.5 Axisymmetric first order finite element for magnetic
vector potential. Only one half of the element is shown.
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When Equation 4.2-3 is applied to each corner (node) of the element

the result is a system of three linear equations. Solving the system for a0, a1,

and a2, and substituting them back into Equation 4.2-3, the potential can be

cast into the general form

A(rz)J5(pn

+qr+sz)A (4.2-4)

where A is the potential at noden, and p, q, and s, are interpolation

factors defined in Equation 4.2-5; the other factors are obtained by cyclic

permutation of the indices.

pi T233
q1 = z2

= - r2

(4.2-5)

D is the determinant given by Equation 4.2-6. The absolute value of

D is twice the area of the triangular element.

1 rj z1

D 1 i z2 (4.2-6)

1 13 Z3

The energy-related functional associated with the magnetic vector

potential in a given element i is (see Appendix B)
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(4.2-7)

in cylindrical coordinates, dCV = rdrd0dz. Since there is no variation in the

0-direction, the integral simplifies to

=24[fH.dB_J.A]rdrdz (4.2-8)

Integration of Equation 4.2-8 is complicated by the presence of rdr in

the integrand. Assuming that the integrand does not vary abruptly within the

element, rdr can be replaced by r0dr where

r-
0 (4.2-9)

is the r-coordinate of the element's centroid. Near the axis, where the

difference between ij, r2, and i is larger, smaller elements are necessary to

ensure the validity of this approximation.

For a linear magnetic material, H=B/p.. Thus, B.dB=d(B2).

Additionally, J and A have only 0-component. For the given cell i, t and J

are constant and independent of A. With these considerations, the energy

functional becomes



;
--f[B2_JA]drdz
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(4.2-10)

The contribution of node k of cell i to the overall objective function is

8(B2)_J.ldrdz
(4.2-11)84 , [ 8A '0Ak j

Since B2 = Br2 + B2, the first term in the integrand is

8(B2)
-+B (4.2-12)=B2

8A r34 Z8A

Recall Equations 4.2-1, 4.2-2, and 4.2-4. Then

3

8A 1B =--=--- A
&z D1

n=1

' (4.2-13)

qk

8Ak D
(4.2-14)

therefore, the first term in Equation 4.2-12 is

3

B (4.2-15)r 84 D12

For the second term in Equation 4.2-12, take an average of the

potential at the corners
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(4.246)

and approximate r by ij. Hence,

3

B (4.2-17)
r ar ,h.J3

n1 n1

By defining an additional interpolation factor

D.
(4.2-18)

/0

Equation 4.2-17 becomes

(4.2-19)

Hence,

(4.2-20)
aAk R

and the second term in Equation 4.2-12 is

3

BBZ 1'
Zc34D2ZJfkffl4fl (4.2-21)

n1



Substituting Equation 4.2-12 back into 4.2-11,

1

aAk
j-(qkqfl+fkffl)Afl_J.--drdz (4.2-22)

[
i

For the last term in the integrand, use again the approximation of

Equation 4.2-16 to get

_f[1

D2-(kn

+fkffl) A,, _']drdz (4.2-23)

The integrand is now independent of r and z, and the surface integral

is just the element area, /2. Finally, the contribution of node k of cell i to

the variation in the energy functional is

3

---(qkqfl+fkffl)A1--JD
.94 3t1

(4.2-24)

When Equation 4.2-24 is written for each node of the element i, they

form a system of equations

[1
aAj[s11 s12 s131[A11

1S21 S22 S23AjQ11 (4.2-25)
.94

II
I

I

[S31
32 S33j[A3] LQ]LJ

[aA3j
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Where the functions Sflk and Q1 are given by

Sflk --(fkfl +qq,) (4.2-26)

J1R (4.2-27)
3t1

The system described by Equation 4.2-25 corresponds to the individual

element (cell) i. Since the criterion for energy minimization is

(4.2-28)

the contributions of each cell have to be gathered into an NxN matrix. At

the beginning of the process all entries of this global matrix are zeros. Then,

as each element is considered, the individual terms in Equation 4.2-25 are

added to the proper entries in the global matrix. Each node of the cell i

(locally numbered 1, 2, and 3) corresponds to a given node in the global

numbering, from 1 to N. For instance, if the element has nodes 58, 76, and

81, the terms of Equation 4.2-25 are added according to Figure 4.6.

The system of N linear equations is represented in matrix notation as

[sl[A1 = [Q] (4.2-29)



1

2

58

76

81

N

1 2 58 76 ... 81 N

4. 4.

1. 4. 4.

4. 1' 'I,

.-, - S11 S12 S13

.- -
2l 22

- - S31 S32 533

Figure 4.6 Example of assembly of the globa
element being added has nodes 58, 76, and 81
numbering. This process is repeated for each elem

4
4

48 Q

A76Q1

41 Qi

AN

matrix. The
in the global

ent.

1

2

58

76

81

N

Before proceeding to the solution of Equation 4.2-29, it is necessary to

impose the Dirichiet boundary condition to the boundary nodes. For a node

with fixed potential, the corresponding diagonal entry in [Si is set to 1 and all

other entries in the row are set to zero. Then, the corresponding entry in (Q1

is set to the desired value of the potential. All nodes on the boundary are

assigned the Dirichiet boundary condition A =0. This ensures that the field is

parallel to the boundary.

The resulting system, Equation 4.2-29 with boundary conditions, can be

solved by any suitable algorithm. In this simulation, it is solved using Gauss-

Seidel iteration with overrelaxation.
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42.3 Calculation of the magnetic field and related quantities

From Equations 4.2-1, 4.2-2, and 4.2-4, the components of the

magnetic field in the triangular cell can be calculated as

3

Br =-----sA (4.2-30)

,i=1

B (4.2-31)
r0D-Jr0

n=1

where i and z0 refer to the coordinates of the cell centroid. The magnetic

fields of both triangular cells are averaged to obtain a field representing the

whole rectangular cell.

If the fluid has non-zero electric conductivity, the induced current is

calculated based on the velocity profile (see section 4.3). The symmetry of the

system ensures that the induced current has only 0 -component, which is

J=a(UXB)=cY(BrUZUrB)O (4.2-32)

The Lorentz force density is, then

f = J xB = BrJøiBrJ0 (4.2-33)

Additional field values, such as , M, and TEM, are calculated from

the components of B.
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4.3 Fluid flow simulation

The transport equations that have to be solved for the fluid flow profile

are the mass conservation equation (Equation 2.1-4) and the momentum

conservation equation with the electromagnetic force (Equation 3.1-46). For a

constant density system, these equations can be written as

Vu=O (4.3-1)

(4.3-2)
at p p p

4.3.1 Computational domain

The computational domain for momentum transport is presented in

Figure 4.7. The region inside the pipe is divided horizontally in LI cells, and

vertically in U cells. These fluid cells match the corresponding cells of the

magnetic field calculation. Additional cells are created around this domain, as

placeholder for boundary conditions. The cells for r- and z-momentum are

staggered according to Figure 4-8.
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tt. pipe
wall

u+1

U

4

j=o

Figure 4.7 Computational domain for momentum transport.
Pressure (circles) is calculated at the center of the cell; velocities
(arrows) at the cell interfaces.
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Pressure
correction

ftIfftIlll
Axial

ftjjJJjjj

momentum

Radial
momentum

Figure 4.8 Staggered cells for momentum transport and their
relation to the pressure correction cell.

4.3.2 The SIMPLE algorithm

The SIMPLE algorithm (Patankar 1977) is used in this simulation for the

simultaneous solution of mass and momentum conservation. The key steps in

this algorithm are

1. Start with a guessed pressure field P.

2. Solve the momentum conservation equation, to obtain the velocities U,.

and u. These velocities are only approximate, since they depend on

the guessed P.
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3. Use the mass conservation equation to calculate a pressure correction.

4. Use the pressure correction to correct pressure and velocities.

5. Calculate any other transport process, such as heat transport.

6. Treat the corrected pressure as the new guessed pressure, and repeat

from step 1 until a converged solution is obtained.

4.3.3 Discretization of the radial momentum equation

Separation of Equation 4.3-2 gives the radial component

3U 1 3 3 1 3P 1 3
(4.3-3)u )+(u u )+--+--(rt

ät r 0r r r
3z r Z p 8r pr 3r rr

öz p

This equation is solved for äu,. lat, all other terms are approximated

using finite differences, and integrated numerically using a fourth-order Runge-

Kutta method. The control volume used, staggered half cell in the r-direction,

is shown in Figure 4.9.



UrN4ne
-Iø c -

U,w IPw U,.p

=4-
UrN

z,sw z,se

-*
UrS

Figure 4.9 Control volume for r -momentum discretization.

The velocity inside the control volume is denoted by the subscript P.

The subscripts used to Identify the neighboring velocities are based in the

compass points: North, South, East and West. In general, upper-case

subscripts refer to neighboring cells, and lower-case to cell interfaces.

Therefore, the velocity in the cell on top of the control volume is UrN and the

velocity at the interface between these two cells is Urn

The obtained discretized expressions are shown in Table 4.1. The

components of the viscous stress tensor are in Table 4.2.



Table 4.1 Discretization of the momentum equation (r-component)

Contribution Discretized form

Transient au 1 r 1
Urp]

Convective 1 a
---(ru ur r)

1 r
.;:-['; (Urp j[O,ureJJ UrE 0,iir,ej1) r (Ur l{O,Ur wJl Urp {0,ir,wJJ)]r 3r

(UrUz) [(tr,p
I1I°

UrN
II)

(Ur l{O, UrP [0,
uzc 11)]

Pressure I8P1(p p)
par pL\r

Viscous 1 8 1 &rrtrr)+------Irt1

rrw]
1r te rr,e w

i

p az pAr L pAz

Electromagnetic f
p p

C.'



L!J

Table 4.2 Discretization of the viscous stress tensor (r-momentum cell)

Component Discretized form

I 2= 21--- I t,7, __e_[U Ur,p]3r

trrw = [Urp Ur,W]Ar

1a aulr +_L I _[UN _Ur,pl _:[Uzne tiz,nw]trz=_1[__ arJ

Ti, r

UrS] Ar

The upwind scheme is used for the interface velocity in the convection

terms. Consider, as example, the convection of r-momentum in the axial

direction. In discrete form,

3 1( ) = ;(UrnUzn UrsUzs)- \ r 2
ciz

(43-4)

If is positive, the value of Urp has more influence in Urn because it

is upstream, whereas UTN has less influence (See Figure 4.10). In this case,

u is set equal to Urp The converse is true if ui,, is negative: Utn takes the

value of UrNS



Urn Urp Ur,n UrN

Figure 4.10 Interface velocity using the upwind scheme.

Using the notation
I[ J

to indicate the greater of two numbers, the first

convective term of Equation 4.3-4 is

U,U2,, U U2, UrN

Finally, the boundary conditions for the radial velocity are:

= 0 at the centerline (symmetry).

Ur=0 atthe wall.

Ur = 0 at the inlet and outlet.

(4.3-5)
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4.3.4 Discretization of the ax/al momentum equation

The axial component of Equation 4.3-2 is

0u 10 0 laP 10 lOt fu )+(uu)+--+--(rt )+---------= 0 (4.3-6)
Ot r Or

r Z
Oz p Oz pr Or p Oz p

The control volume, staggered half cell in the z -direction, is shown in

Figure 4.11. The same procedure (RK4) is used to integrate tat. The

discretized terms in Equation 4.3-6, obtained by the same procedure as for the

r -component, are shown in Table 4.3. The corresponding components of the

viscous stress tensor are in Table 4.4.

-#-
U,fl,. F,, Urne

- *----.o---- *

I*--o--- *
Urse

-#-

Figure 4.11 Control volume for z -momentum discretization.



Table 4.3 Discretization of the momentum equation (z -component)

Contribution J Discretized form

Transient Bu I r
uzp]

Convective 1 0 1 1---(ru ur z T['e (u {0,r,ell UZ,E 1[O, Ure]I) r(uw [O,Ur,w]1_ 1{O,_utr,wIll)]r Or

-_[(u. o,u2jJ UZN (u55 I[o,uj1 up I[o,_uzs]J)]

Pressure iaPi(p _)
p0z pAz

Viscous I 0 1 &t 1 1 ri-- rt,.)+----------Irt rwtrzw]+_-T['çn ]
p Oz pArIe ,e

Gravity = g

Electromagnetic f
p p
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Table 4.4 Discretization of the viscous stress tensor (z -momentum cell)

Component

tr =TlI _J_L I

Laz arj

auz=-2r---

Discretized form

trz,e _i[Ur,ne _Ur,Se]_A[Uz,E Up]

trzW = [Urnw Ursw] [up u]

2i r
tzzn = Up

2i r
rzzs = U9

The boundary conditions for the axial velocity are

8u /0r = 0 at the centerline (symmetry).

= 0 at the wall (no-slip).

8u 18z = 0 at the inlet and outlet.
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4.3.5 Pressure correct/on

The velocities calculated from the discretization of the momentum

equation do not satisfy mass balance, because the pressure field used is only a

guess. The pressure correction equation modifies the current pressure field so

that the velocities are closer to satisfying the mass conservation equation.

The difference between the guessed pressure P and the real pressure

P is called the pressure correct/on

(4.3-7)

The velocities can be corrected in the same fashion, defining

*

Ur =UrU (4.3-8)

*

Uz =UzUz (4.3-9)

Now, consider, for instance, the r-momentum balance for the velocity

shown in Figure 4.12. It can be cast in the form

a,urc= aur+A,(PpPE)+b (4.3-10)

adjacent
Cells
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Figure 4.12 Momentum balance for pressure correction.

Equation 4.3-10 will hold true only if the correct pressures are used in

the momentum balance. When the guessed pressures are used, the obtained

velocities are only approximate

aeure* = aur*+Ae(Pp*_PE*)+b (4.3-11)
adjacent

cells

Subtracting Equation 4.3-9 from Equation 4.3-8,

au+A,(P_P) (4.3-12)
adjacent

cells

In the SIMPLE method (Patankar 1977), the contribution of the adjacent

cells is ignored (hence the designation "Semi Implicit"). This omission is

acceptable since the pressure correction is just a tool for satisfying continuity.
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The final converged solution is not affected by the omission. Hence, Equation

4.3-12 simplifies to

A
U,ie ('%)

ae
(4.3-13)

Defining the geometrical factor de Ae Ia,, the velocity correction is

Just = de (1% ii). Finally, the corrected velocity is

Ur,e r,e+de(11) (4.3-14)

The same procedure is used in the axial direction, obtaining

u =u,*+d(I%_P) (4.3-15)

To find the pressure correction P', Equations 4.3-12 and 4.3-13 (along

with the corresponding to U1}1 and u) are substituted into the mass

conservation equation,

13 314

--(n )-i------=o (4.346)
r0r r

0z

The discretized form of this equation is

1 lr
_[r,ure ru]+I u u, 1=0 (4.3-17)z,n s
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After substituting the velocities and collecting terms, Equation 4.3-15 is

cast into the form

[(re+rw)At

2At]

[
rAt ]+[ rwAt]p

rAr2
+ F% +

rAr2 rL\r
(4.3-18)

+[.]' rwurw rwur,e
+

uzs uzn
N S rEAr Az

The resulting system of linear equations is solved and the obtained

pressure correction is added to the pressure and used to correct radial and

axial velocities.

are

The boundary conditions for the pressure correction (Patankar 1977)

Velocity at the centerline is known. The coefficient for 1 is set to zero

for all cells along the centerline.

Velocity at the wall is known. The coefficient of P is set to zero for all

cells along the wall.

Pressure at inlet and outlet is known. For these cells no pressure

correction equation is needed, therefore P =0.
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4.3.6 Average velocity

The average fluid velocity (Bird et al. 1960), at any given location, is

calculated as

fRii (r)rdr

(4.3-19)
frdr

0

4.4 Heat transfer simulation

The temperature profile is obtained from the solution of the thermal

energy equation with Joule heating (Equation 3.2-4). For a system with

constant density, specific heat and constant thermal conductivity,

(4.4-1)
at PcP PcP

where viscous heating has been neglected. Expanding Equation 4.4-1,

aT 1 a
(u T)

k 1 a f 3T\ k 32T J
0 (4.4-2)

3t r ar
r

az
z

perarl, ar) pC 8z2 cTpC

where J = oE has been used to eliminate the electric field.



4.4.1 Computational domain

Equation 4.4-2 is solved for the same domain as the momentum

equation. Refering to Figure 4.13, temperature is calculated at the center of

the fluid cells (same location as the pressure).

4.4.2 D,cretiation of tile energy equation

Equation 4.4.2 is approximated using finite differences, according to

Figure 4.13, and integrated numerically using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta

method. The upwind scheme is used to approximate T at the interfaces. The

resulting discretized terms are presented in Table 4.5.
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Figure 413 Control volume for temperature discretization.

The boundary conditions for heat transfer are

i3TI*3r=O at the centerline (symmetry).

T = T,aij for the heated zone at the wall; 3T/är = 0 for the adiabatic

zone.

T = n/el
at the inlet.

aT/az = 0 at the outlet.



Table 4.5 Discretization of the heat equation

Contribution Discretized form

Transient
T]

At

Convective
------(ru T) -L[ (T T 1{O,-U ]) (T I[O,UrW]I Trrär rL\r

---(u T) ---[(i; j[o,u,, 11- TN l{0,-u2fl ]) (T l{O,u '
)]az

Conductive k 1 8 / aT\1 k 1

pCr8r\ 8rj pCr(Ar)

k 82T_ k 1

ccfl2[TN2TP+i]

Electromagnetic

cpC cpC
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4.4.3 Bulk temperature and heat transfer coefficient

The bulk temperature (Bird et al. 1960) is an average temperature

weighted with the fluid velocity,

(ur) (r)T(r)rdr

(4.4-3)Tb
(ui)

f:uz(r)rdr

The local heat transfer coefficient is calculated as

AQ
h10

2itRAz (T011 - 7) (4.4-4)

where LQ is the amount of heat transferred from the wall to the fluid over the

length Az. The average heat transfer coefficient relates the total heat

transferred to the total heated surface

h
Qtotai

(4.4-5)ave

2ItRLhATIm

with a mean logarithmic temperature difference given as

(4.4-6)

7Tb1)
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 38 simulation runs were performed, using two different

magnetic field configurations (single coil and double coil), four current densities

(up to 1.0 x Tjm), two different fluids (water-based and mercury-based),

and two different heating conditions (adiabatic and heating along 2/3 of the

pipe length). Each simulation run was assigned a unique ID based on the main

simulation parameters. Refer to Appendix D for the list of simulation ID and

parameters.

5.1 Simulation results

5.1.1 Magnetic field

Figure 5.1 shows the magnetic vector potential A for the single-coil

arrangement. Several equipotential lines have been superimposed. Figures

5.2 through 5.4 show the components (Br and B2) and the magnitude (B) of

the magnetic field, also for the single-coil arrangement. Figures 5.5 through

5.8 show the same field maps for the double-coil arrangement.



0 1.0x103 2.Ox1O3Tm

Figure 5.1 Magnetic vector potential A for the single-coil
arrangement (J = lx A/rn2).



-0.073 0 0.073 T

Figure 5.2 Radial component of magnetic field B for the
single-coil arrangement (J = 1x107 A/rn2).



-0.410 0 0.410 T

Figure 5.3 Vertical component of magnetic field B for the
single-coil arrangement (J = 1x107 A/m2).



0.205 0.410 T

Figure 5.4 Magnitude of magnetic field B for the single-coil
arrangement (I = 1x107 A/rn2).



-82x104 0 8.2x10 Tm

Figure 5.5 Magnetic vector potential A for the double-coil
arrangement (J = 1x107 A/ma).



-0.115 0 0.115 T

Figure 5.6 Radial component of magnetic field B for the
double-coil arrangement (I = lx 10' A/rn2).



-0.18 0 0.18 T

Figure 5.7 Vertical component of magnetic field B for the
double-coil arrangement (.1 = ixiO7 A/rn2).



0.09 0.18 1

Figure 5.8 Magnitude of magnetic field B for the double-coil
arrangement (I = 1x107 A/rn2).
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5.1.2 Momentum transport

Figures 5.9 through 5.16 show the effects of the magnetic field on

velocity profile and viscosity. All these figures correspond to the strongest

fields; effects at intermediate fields are correspondingly smaller.

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 present the reduction of average velocity, at

constant pressure drop, as a function of current density in the coil. Field

intensity is proportional to the current density.
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U
I I I I

-1.0 x 10 0 lOx i0 rn/s 0 0.020 rn/s

Figure 5.9 Velocity components, water-based ferrofluid, single
coil (run W-04s). Left: radial velocity. Right: axial velocity.
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ii
a,

I I I

-3.8x105 0 3.8x105 rn/s 0 0.020 rn/s

Figure 5.10 Velocity components, water-based ferrofluid,
double coil (run W-04d). Left: radial velocity. Right: axial
velocity.



I I I

0 3.6x102 Pas 0 3.15x102 Pas

Figure 5.11 Viscosity of the water-based ferrofluid in the
magnetic field. Left: single-coil (run W-04s). Right: double coil
(run W-04d).



II

.Ip

-7.5x iO 0 7.5x1O rn/s 0 0.020 rn/s

Figure 5.12 Velocity components, mercury-based ferrofluid,
single coil (run M-04s). Left: radial velocity. Right: axial
velocity.



a
I I I

-1.8x103 0 1.8x10 rn/s 0 0.019 rn/s

Figure 5.13 Velocity components, mercury-based ferrofluid,
double coil (run M-04d). Left: radial velocity. Right: axial
velocity.



0 3.7x 1112 Pas 0 3.45x ici2 Pas

Figure 5.14 Viscosity of the mercury-based ferrofluid in the
magnetic field. Left: single-coil (run M-04s). Right: double coil
(run M-04d).



II

0 0.020 rn/s

-0.010 -0.005 0 0.005 0.010

r[m]

Figure 5.15 Variation in shape of the velocity profile of the
mercury-based ferrofluid (run M-04s).
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Figure 5.16 Variation in shape of the velocity profile of the
mercury-based ferrofluid (run M-04d).
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Figure 5.18 Magnetic field effect in the average velocity
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5.1.3 Heat transport

Figures 5.19 and 5.20 present the temperature profile for water-based

and mercury-based ferroflu ids, respectively, with different field configurations.

Figures 5.21 through 5.24 show the magnetic field effect on local and

average heat transfer coefficients, for both types of fluid.
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Figure 5.19 Temperature profiles for water-based ferrofluid.
Left to right: No field (case W-OO-h), single-coil (case W-04s-h)
and double coil (case W-04d-h).
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Figure 5.20 Temperature profiles for mercury-based ferrofluid.
Left to right: No field (case M-OO-h), single-coil (case M-04s-h)
and double coil (case M-04d-h).
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Figure 5.21 Effect of magnetic field on local heat transfer
coefficient of water-based ferrofluid. Cases W-00-h (no field),
W-04s-h (single coil), and W-04d-h (double coil).
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Figure 5.22 Effect of magnetic field on local heat transfer
coefficient of mercury-based ferrofluid. Cases M-00-h (no field),
M-04s-h (single coil), and M-04d-h (double coil).
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Figure 5.23 Variation of average heat transfer coefficient with
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Figure 5.24 Variation of average heat transfer coefficient with
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5.2 Discussion

In the water-based ferrofluid, the magnetic field effect has only a small

effect in momentum transport. Radial variation in the viscosity produce only

slight changes (< 0.05%) in axial velocity, causing radial velocity patterns of

very small magnitude. This effect is only perceptible with the double-coil

configuration, in which the central region has a very low field, but is

surrounded by regions of high field.

The situation is very different in the case of mercury-based ferrofluid.

Induced currents interact with the field producing Lorentz forces. The axial

velocity profile shows strong deviations from a parabolic (laminar) profile. The

radial component of velocity increases accordingly, on account of continuity.

In both cases, the increased viscous friction causes reduction of the

average velocity, since overall pressure drop is held constant. The water-

based ferrofluid shows a different response of the average velocity to the two

field configurations, whereas the mercury-based ferrofluid does not show any

discernible difference.

The temperature profile of the water-based ferrofluid does not show

any noticeable change. The overall increase in exit temperature is less than

2 °C. This change is mainly due to the reduction in the average velocity.

The liquid-metal ferrofluid, however, shows large changes in both the

temperature profile (Figure 5.20) and the local heat transfer coefficient
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(Figure 5.22). Of special interest is the peak in heat transfer coefficient for the

double-coil configuration. This peak coincides with the region where stronger

magnetic field gradients induce higher radial velocities.

A close inspection of the contribution of each term in the heat balance

reveals that Joule heating is negligible at the velocities and fields under study.

Hence, the effects on heat transfer are produced exclusively by the changes in

the flow pattern inside the pipe.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The momentum transfer in a ferrofluid shows little change upon

introduction of a magnetic field, under the conditions of the simulation runs

performed in this research. The effect on heat transfer is also very small. In

this case, the only mechanism affected by the magnetic field is the molecular

transport of momentum, through the vortex viscosity of the ferrofluid.

Much larger effects appear when the fluid also has high electric

conductivity, since induced currents interact with the field and give rise to

secondary flow patterns, in both radial and axial directions. The extrapolation

done for a mercury-based ferrofluid shows that such a fluid might open new

possibilities of flow control through externally applied magnetic fields. The

study of such a fluid will require a common basis between

magnetohydrodynamics and ferrohydrodynamics.

As future extensions of this research, the FIRMa code can be used to

examine other flow conditions in a search for a larger (or more useful)

magnetic field effect on the momentum and heat transfer. Moreover,

geometries other than cylindrical should be considered. The code, in its

present form, is constrained by the axial symmetry. When this symmetry is
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removed, other flow patterns might develop, increasing the number of

possibilities to explore.

Most important of all, the transport theory at least as commonly

applied by Chemical Engineers should be expanded to include forces and

effects not usually considered. One should look for those terms that were

neglected, or those effects that never made it into a balance. One should

question: "Why was it dropped?" "Under what circumstances would it be as

(or more) important as the other effects?" This is the approach that may

uncover new possibilities.
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APPENDIX A

GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE CONSERVATION EQUATION

Take an arbitrary control volume CV fixed in space, bounded by the

surface $ (Figure A-i), and let c4 be a physical quantity, such as mass,

momentum, energy, etcetera.

Flux of 9f
leaving the CV

&uiit of 9ç
changing with 'Tmburipof c4

time geneated

)

Figure A.1 Control volume for the general conservation
equation.
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Consider the amount of inside the control volume, and its transfer

inside and outside this control volume. The usual formulation of a conservation

law is stated as

{input}- {output}+ {generation} = {accumulation} (A-i)

Input and output will be lumped into one output term, which will be

positive when goes out of the control volume, and negative when it goes

into it. The conservation law is reformulated as

rate of change rate of flow rate of generation

of inside the + of out of the of inside the = 0 (A-2)
control volume control volume control volume

Define p as the volumetric density of &4 (amount of &4 per unit

volume). The total amount of inside the control volume CY is

f pdV

The rate of change of 4 within the control volume is

Irate of change )

of9t inside the=---f pd'9J f ---dV (A-4)
Cl' c)t

[control volumeJ
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If is moving with a velocity u, the flux of can be defined as

(A-5)

From this definition, the net amount of crossing an oriented

differential surface d$ per unit time is

Jd8 (A-6)

The total amount of s'( leaving the contro' volume is obtained by

integrating over the closed boundary 8

rate of flow

of.4outof the
control volume

(A-7)

The rate of generation R is the amount of 4 produced inside the

control volume per unit volume per unit time; R is negative when ( is being

depleted. Hence, the rate of generation of 4 inside the control volume is

rate of generation

of .4 inside the
J

Rd'V (A8)

control volume 9'

Combining Equations A-4, A-7 and A-8, the balance of t is

pd1J + d f R,dCV =0 (A-9)
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The surface integral can be changed into a volume integral by means of

the Gauss divergence theorem

J.d=fV.JdV (A-b)

Therefore, Equation A-9 reduces to a single integral,

f[P+v.J_R]dcv=o (A-il)

As this integral holds for any arbitrary control volume, it follows that the

integrand must be identically zero everywhere. Thus, in general,

=0 (A-12)

This is the general equation of conservation of the physical quantity 4.
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APPENDIX B

GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE VARIATIONAL METHOD

B.1 General formulation of the variational method

The variational method is a technique often used to solve partial

differential equations in a given domain. The basic principle of the method is

to minimize the potential energy associated with the system, obtaining a

solution that corresponds to an equilibrium state.

Suppose that there exists a function of a variable t1 and its partial

derivatives '+' =9P/3x, -Y =9+'/3y, and 1-P2 =8P/3z that gives the

energy-related functional defined by

5
f(\f,qJ,qJ,qJ)fl)

(B-i)

Here, subscripts denote partial derivatives, not vector components. It is

a necessary and sufficient condition for to be stationary (minimum or

maximum) that for any small variation 6I' of the independent variable, the

corresponding variation &i is zero. This variation is given by

çL + + = 0 (B-2)
.1 (0'P X y Z



Note that

faw\ a(oP)

ax

and similarly for and Define the following vector operations

a(oq') a(q'),. a(')..v(i) i-i-
3x 3z

'V X+--Y+--z
ai' a'Iç

The last three terms in Equation B-2 can now be expressed as

tiJ, +it:kIJ +--P =.S7(i')X
' 2

and Equation B-2 is now

=
Jajiv +

fi .v(p)dc
9) 9)

By using a vector identity,

9! 9) 9)

119

(B-3)

(B-4)

(B-5)

(B-6)

(B-7)
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Applying the Gauss divergence theorem

J1-
+ ñd8 =0 (B-9)qi

9) Cl,

Grouping the volume integrals

= -v ñd = 0 (B-lU)
'F :3lP
9' S

Since the two integrals have different domains and are independent of

each other, both have to be identically zero

f(--_v.1dcv=o (B-il)
9)

jöWijJiIdS=0 (B-12)

In Equation B-li, as &'P is arbitrary, the term in parentheses must

vanish throughout the integration domain

(B-l3)

This last equation is known as Euler's equation. The energy-related

functional is valid only if it has an integrand f that satisfies Equation B-13.
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Equation B-12 is related to boundary conditions. For this equation to be

valid, either ö'P=O or ñ=O. If ,q'=o, the value of 1P is imposed and

fixed, and the boundary has a Dirich/et boundary condition. If 11=0, the

boundary has a Neumann boundary condition, and there is no value imposed.

The Neumann boundary condition is a natural and intrinsic property of the

variational formulation.

B.2 Application to magnetic vector potential

The energy-related functional corresponding to magnetic fields is

(B-14)

where the first term is the energy required to establish the field, and the

second term is the energy required to establish the current density against that

field. The validity of this functional is verified by the associated Euler equation,

which is determined in this section. To simplify notation, assume Cartesian

coordinates, that the fields are restricted to the xy-plane, and that J and A

have only z -component. Moreover, for a linear material,
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H.dB=dB=Id(B.B)=id(B2)=1dB=HdB (B-15)
2i

Therefore, the integrand f of the functional becomes

(B-16)

Taking the vector potential A as the independent variable P, it is

clear that

aqj
(B-17)

Also, identifying the partial derivatives of 'T' with the field components,

since B=VxA,

qi =M=B (B-18)X ax

Y =-=B (B-19)
ay

Then the components of the vector are

af B

(I HdBJA----
o o

z z)aB
(B-20)

1/2 B B

B
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B

)

3(cBHdBJA H.dBJA)--
8'P o as

(B-21)
1/2 B

= '-ix_H---(B+B) =H--=
aB B i

Therefore

= Hi + (B-22)

Substitution into Equation B-13 yields

.i ---(ii )----(H )=o (B-23)Z
3x Y X

Generalizing to three dimensions

VxH=J (B-24)

which is one of Maxwell's equations, Ampere's Law for time-independent field.

At the boundary, either A is held fixed (Dirichlet boundary condition) or

11 =0 (Neumann boundary condition). In the first case, if the value of A is

constant, the magnetic field is tangent to the boundary. The second case gives

Hn + Hn =0 (B-25)

or, in general, H xii = 0, indicating that the field is normal to the boundary.
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APPENDIX C

FiRMa CODE

All numerical procedures described in Chapter 4 were implemented in a

Visual Basic© 6.0 code called FiRMA, Flow in Response to a Magnetic field

("firma" is Spanish for "signature"). The program serves as simulation solver

and visualization tool for the simulation output.

A snapshot of the main window is presented in Figure C.1. The main

controls are located on the right, and the visualization panel is on the left.

The main portions of FiRMa source code are presented here. Table C.1

includes a list of all source files. This appendix includes only a printout of the

most relevant files for the numerical simulation. The full source code, along

with the compiled executable for Windows are included in the companion CD.
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Table Cd Source files for FIRMa code

Type Purpose

About.frm Form Show general version information
of the program and copyright
disclaimer.

CF_Color. bas Module Functions for color generation.

CF_File.bas Module General file procedures.

Definition.frm Form Input of simulation parameters.

Description.frm Form Simulation title and description.

Display.bas Module Color map generation.

File.bas Module File read and save operations.

Flow. bas Module Momentum transfer and continuity
calculations.

Heat.bas Module Heat transfer calculations.

Helper.bas Module Auxiliary procedures for Leader.bas

Leader.bas Module Main module of the application.
Contains the initial procedure
Main() and SolutionDirector() which
coordinates the simulation process.

MagneticField.bas Module Magnetic field calculations.

Master.frm Form Main window of the program.
Provides visualization of results and
updates on simulation progress.

Mth.bas Module Additional mathematical functions.

Options.frm Form Run-time options for relaxation and
convergence.
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Table C.1 (Continued)

Type Purpose

rzMesh.cls Class module Mesh definition for magnetic field
calculations.

rzPoint.cls Class module Object definition of rz coordinate
pair. Object used by rzMesh.

SparseMatrixSystem.cls Class module Object definition for Gauss-Seidel
solution of a sparse system of
linear equations using compact
memory storage.

StartRun.frm Form Simulation start.

VelocityProfile.frm Form Plot of u at any location in the
pipe.

Cl Leader.bas

This is the central module in the program. It contains all public

declarations of variables. It also contains the subroutine Main, which is called

when the program starts, and SolutionMaster, the subroutine in charge of

controlling the iterative process and deciding whether it is necessary to

calculate the magnetic field, the momentum equation, or the heat equation.
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Option Explicit: Option Base 1: DefDbl A-Z

Win32 API function declarations

Public Declare Function GetlickCount Lib "kernel32" () As Long

Public Declare Function PlaySound Lib 'winmm.dll" Alias 'PlaySoundA"

(ByVal lpszName As String, ByVal hModule As Long. ByVal dwFlags As Long) As Long

Win32 API constant declarations

Public Const SNDASYNC &H1

Public Const SND_FILENAME = &H20000

Public Const SNDNOWAIT = &H2000

Public Const SND RESOURCE = &H40004

play asynchronously

name is a file name

dont wait if the driver is busy

name is a resource name or atom

'CONSTANTS

Public Const APPNAME = 'FiRMa'

Public Const MUZERO = 1.25663706143592E-06 ' Magnetic permeability of vacuum [Fm/A]
Public Const BOLTZMANN = 1.38065O3E-23 'Boltzmann constant U/K]
Public Const P1 = 3.14159265358979

Public Const GRAVITY = 9.81 'Absoulte value of gravity [m/s2]

'PARAMETERS: Geometry

Public Rpipe 'Pipe radius [ml

Public Lpipe 'Pipe length [rn]

Public LI As Long 'Fluid cells in r-direction

Public LI As Long 'Fluid cells in z-direction

Public NI As Long Total cells for magnetic field in r-directiofl

Public NJ As Long 'Total cells for magnetic field in z-direction Li

Public Rs() 'Cell boundary locations in r-direction [m]

Public Zs() 'Cell boundary locations in z-direction [ml

Public Dr. Dz 'Cell size [m]

Public Dt Time step [s]

PARAMETERS: Coils

Public CoiliRmin 'Coil

Public CoillRmax 'Coil

Public CoillZmin 'Coil

Public CoillZmax 'Coil

Public CoillJ 'Coil

Public CoillJmax Coil

Public Coil2Rmin 'Coil

Public Coil2Rmax Coil

Public Coil2Zmin 'Coil

Public Coil2zmax 'Coil

Public Coil2J Coil

Public Coil2Jmax 'Coil

1 inner radius [ml

1 outer radius [ml

1 bottom [ml

1 top [m]

1 current density [A/m2]

1 max current density [A/m2]

2 inner radius [m]

2 outer radius Em]

2 bottom [ml

2 top [ml

2 current density [A/m2]

2 max current density [A/m21

PARAMETERS: El ectromagnetic

'Public ChiE 'Fluid electric susceptibility [-]

Public ChiM 'Fluid magnetic susceptibility [-]

Public Econd 'Fluid electric conductivity [rn/ohm]

PARAMETERS: Flow

Public VAI. VA2, VA3, VA4, VB1, VB2 'Constants for viscosity
Public RhoF 'Fluid mass density [kg/rn3]

Public GradP 'Dynamic pressure gradient [Pa/rn]

PARAMETERS: Heat

Public Tcond 'Thermal conductivity [J/m2.s.K]

Public CpF 'Fluid specific heat [J/kg.K]

Public Tinlet Inlet temperature [K]

Public Twall 'Wall temperature [K]

Public HeatedZl, HeatedZ2 'Length of heated region [m]
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PARAMETERS: Mi scel I aneous

'WORKING VARIABLES: Control
Public CPUT1me As Date
Public Nlter As Long Number of iterations to be performed
Public NlterField As Long 'Number of iterations for gradual increase in field
Public Niterlemp As Long 'Number of iteration for gradual increase in temperature
Public Total Iter As Long 'Total number of iterations
Public Total IterField As Long 'Total number of iterations solving magnetic field
Public TotallterRmom As Long Total number of iterations solving r-Momentum
Public TotallterZmom As Long Total number of iterations solving i-Momentum
Public TotallterPcorr As Long 'Total number of iterations solving pressure correction
Public TotallterHeat As Long Total number of iterations solving heat transfer
Public AutoSave As Long 'Autosave every n iterations
Public Solving As Boolean 'Program control: Is program iterating?
Public SimField As Boolean
Public SimFlow As Boolean
Public Simlemp As Boolean
Public DrawSolving As Boolean
Public HaveMesh As Boolean
Public HaveField As Boolean
Public RelaxField Relaxation coefficient for A-potential calculations [-]
Public RelaxRmom, RelaxZmom, RelaxPcorr 'Flow relaxation coefficients
Public RelaxHeat 'Heat transfer relaxation coefficient
Public MaxErrField 'Maximum relative error in A-potential calculations [-]
Public MaxErrPcorr Maximum relative error in Pcorr calculations [-I
Public MaxDevCont 'Max allowable deviation in continuity (div u) [us]
Public MaxDevRmom 'Max allowable deviation in r-Momentum (dtir/dt) [m/s2]

Public MaxDevZmom 'Max allowable deviation in i-Momentum (dUz/dt) [m/s2]
Public MaxDevHeat 'Max allowable deviation in heat equation (dT/dt) [K/s]
Public Drawlhreshold 'Minimum value to be drawn in color maps
Public Converged As Boolean

'WORKING VARIABLES: Geometry

'WORKING VARIABLES: Electromagnetic
Public a() 'Vector potential at each node
Public Ac() 'Vector potential at centroid of each triangular cell
Public FrO, Fz() 'Magnetic force components (staggered) [1]
Public BrO, Bz() 'Magnetic field components at each square cell [T]
Public Bmagn(.) 'Magnitude of B-field at each square cell [TI
Public Hmagn() 'Magnitude of H-field at each square cell [A/m]
Public TrrO. TrzQ, Tzz()
Public jo 'Current density at each triangular cell
Public Mu() 'Permeability at each triangular cell
Public Eind() 'Induced electric field [V/mi
Public Mesh As New rzMesh
Public Coilliold, Coil2Jold 'Coil current densities previous iteration

'WORKING VARIABLES: Flow
Public LJr(), Uz() 'Fluid velocity components [m/s]
Public UrOQ, UzO() 'Fluid velocity components of previous iteration [m/si
Public FirO, F2r0, F3r0, F4r() 'Derivatives dur/dt for RK4
Public FizO, F2z0, F3z0, F4z() 'Derivatives dUz/dt for RK4
Public P0 'Pressure at the fluid cell [Pa]
Public PcorrQ 'Pressure correction at fluid cell [Pa]
Public Etha0 'Viscosity at fluid cell [Pas}
Public ViscRef 'Fluid viscosity (at reference conditions) [Pas]
Public Uave 'Average inlet velocity fm/si
Public Reynolds 'Reynolds number RhoF*Uave*(2*Rpipe)/ViscF f-i
Public Pdrop 'Pressure drop per vertical cell [-]
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WORKING VARIABLES: Heat

Public TO Temperature profile [K]

Public TOO Temperature, previous iteration [K]

Public F1TO, F210, F3TO, F4TO Derivatives dT/dt for RK4

Public Prandtl 'Prandtl number (CpF*ViscF)/Tcond [-]

Public Peclet Peclet number Reynolds*Prandtl []
Public HeatedJi As Long, HeatedJ2 As Long Rows of heated region

WORKING VARIABLES: Miscellaneous

Public Phi Hydrodinamic (solid+surfactant) volume fraction of magnetic phase [-]

Public Minf Saturation magnetization of magnetic material in ferrofluid [-]

Public Dp Particle size of magnetic material in ferrofluid [-1

'WORKING VARIABLES: File I/O

Public MyFile As String

Public OutputPath As String

'WORKING VARIABLES: Display

Public ScaleMax, ScaleMin, ScaleSci As Boolean

Public WhatloDraw As String

MISCELLANEOUS

Public CaseTitle As Variant

Public CaseDescription As Variant

Public Type rzPoint

r As Double

z As Double

End Type

PubUc Sub t4ain()
ChDir App.Path

Load Master

With Master

.Show

End With

Load Options

Load StartRun

End Sub

Public Sub Xnitialize()
Initializations

MagneticField.Init

Fl ow. Init

Heat.Init

Fl ow .Apply Vi sc

Display. I nit

End Sub

Public Sub NotlfyUser()
Sound message to the user to indicate end of simulation

Call PlaySound('WHISTLE', App.hlnstance, SND RESOURCE Or SND NOWAIT Or SNO_ASYNC)
End Sub

Public Sub SolutionDjrector()
Const Interval = 25O&

Dim ItCount As Long
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Dim Nextlick As Long, Thislick As Long

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

Dim Jind

'Set convergence flag

If Nlter = -1 Then Converged = False

'Report file with general info

Fi 1 e.Sa'jeParamTxt

Fil e.SaveParamDig

With Master.fmeStatus

.Caption = "Status: Calculating"

.ForeColor RGB(196, 0, 0)

End With

NextTick = GetTickCount() + Interval

'Report simulation start

If Nlter = -1 Then

MsgAdd "Beginning, iterate until convergence"

Else

MsgAdd "Beginning, " & Nlter & ' iterations to perform"
End If

MsgAdd Now

Ms gAd d

Do Until (ItCount = MIter) Or (Converged And (MIter = -1))

'Set convergence flag

Converged = True

ItCount ItCount + 1

Total Iter = Total Iter + 1

If SimField Then

If SimFlow And ItCount <= NlterField Then

CoiliJold = CoillJ: Coil2Jold Coil2J

CoillJ = CoillJmax * (ItCount - 1) / NlterField

Coil2J = Coil2jmax * (ItCount - 1) / NlterField

Else

CoilIJ = CoillJmax

Coil2J Coil2jmax
End If

Magneti cFi el d .Sol ye

HaveField = True

Total IterFi el d = Total IterFi el d + 1

End If

'Induced current calculations

For ii = 1 To LI

For jj = 1 To U

Jind = Econd * (Uz(ii, jj) * Br(ii, jj) - Ur(ii, ii) * Bz(ii, ii))

j(ii, = Jind

Next jj

Next ii

If SimFlow Then

If HaveField And (Econd > 0) Then MagneticField.CalcFields

Flow. Sol veRK4

End If
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If Simlemp Then

If ItCount < NlterTemp Then

For jj = 1 To U

T(LI + 1, jj) = T(LI,
)

TO(LI + 1, jj) = TO(LI, jj)

Next jj

For ii = HeatedJi To HeatedJ2

1(11 + 1, jj) = Tinlet + (ItCount / NiterTemp) * (Twall - Tinlet)

1O(LI + 1, jj) = Tinlet + (ItCount / Nlterlemp) * (Twall - Tinlet)
Next

Else

For jj = 1 To U

T(LI + 1, ii) = T(LI, jj)

TO(LI + I, jj) = TO(L1, jj)

Next jj

For jj = HeatedJl To Heatedj2

T(LI + 1, jj) = Twall

TO(LI + 1, ii) = Twall

Next

End If

Heat. Sol veRK4

End If

Autosave if necessary

If (Totallter Mod AutoSave) 0 Then

File.Save 'AutoSave.dig

Fl le.SaveReport AutoSave Report.txt'

File.SaveMapCsv Ur, AutoSave Ur.csv, CaseTitle & ' Radial velocity,
True, 1, 1, 1, 1

File.SaveMapCsv Uz, Autosave Uz.csv', CaseTitle & ' Axial velocity',
True, 1, 1, 1, 1

File.SaveMapCsv P. 'Autosave P.csv, Caselitle & Pressure', True, 1, 1, 1, 1

File.SaveMapCsv 1, Autosave T.csv, CaseTitle & Temperature, True, 1, 1, 1, 1
End If

Update messages on screen if necessary

Thislick = GetlickCount()

If ThisTick > Nextlick Then

UpdateLabel s

If DrawSolving And Master.lstPlot.Listlndex > 0 Then

Draw Master.lstPlot.ItemData(Master.lstPlot.Listlndex)

If VelocityProfile.Visible Then

VelocityProfi 1 e.Update

End If

End If

Process stop request

If Not Solving Then

With Master.cmdStartStop

.Picture = Master.imgStart

.Caption = 'Start'

.Enabled = True

End With

Save results

Fi 1 e.SaveReport

File.Save Results.dig'

File.ExportTbul k 'Tbulk.csv'

MsgAdd Simulation stopped by user'

MsgAdd Now

MsgAdd

Exit Sub

End If



DoEvents

Nextlick = ThisTick + Interval

End If

If Converged = True Then

'Update convergence label

MsgAdd All convergence criteria satisfied

MsgAdd Now

MsgAdd

Exit Do

End If

Loop

Draw when done, if requested

If DrawSolving And Master.lstPlot.Listlndex > 0 Then

Draw Master.lstPlot.ItemData(Master.lstPlot.Listlndex)
End If

UpdateLabels

Solving = False

With Master.cmdStartStop

.Picture = Master.imgStart

.Caption = 'Start'

.Enabled = True

End With

If Converged Then

With Master.fmeStatus

.Caption = 'Status: Converged"

.ForeColor RGB(O, 128, 0)

End With

Else

With Master. fmeStatus

.Caption = "Status: Idle

.ForeColor = RGB(0, 0, 196)

End With

If Nlter > 0 Then

MsgAdd Nlter & ' iterations performed"
MsgAdd Now

MsgAdd

End If

End If

'Save results

File. SaveReport

File.Save "Results.dig"

File. ExportTbul k "Tbul k.csv"

File.SaveMapCsv Ur, "Ur.csv", CaseTitle &

File.SaveMapCsv Uz, Uz.csv', CaseTitle &

File.SaveMapCsv P, 'P.csv", CaseTitle &

File.SaveMapCsv 1, "T.csv", Caselitle &

NotifyUser

End Sub

Radial velocity', True, 1, 1, 1,

Axial velocity", True, 1, 1, 1, 1

Pressure", True, 1, 1, 1, 1

Temperature", True, 1, 1, 1, 1
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C.2 MagneticField.bas

This module performs all calculations related to the magnetic field.

MagneticField.bas

SD 29599.47

Implementation of finite elements with the variational method

for the magnetic potential in an axisymmetric system

Option Explicit: Option Base 1: DefDbl A-Z

Private System As New SparseMatrixSystem

Public Sub CalcFields()

Calculates field components given A potential
Dim ii As Long, jj As Long, 11 As Long

Dim Trre, Trrw, Trzn, Trzs, Trze, Trzw, Tzzn, Tzzs

Din rE, rP, rW

Dim Deltar, Deltaz

Dim ChiE, ChiW, ChiN, ChiS

Dim fE, fW

With Mesh

Average field in square cells

For ii = 1 To NI

For jj = 1 To NJ

11 pointer to first triangular cell in the square
lndexSqrloTri ii, jj, 11
Br(ii, jj) = (.BrCell(ll) + .BrCell(ll + 1)) / 2
Bz(ii, jj) = (.BzCell(ll) + .BzCell(ll + 1)) /2
Bmagn(ii. ii) = Sqr(Br(ii, jj) " 2 + Bz(ii, jj) " 2)

Hmagn(ii, ii) = Bmagn(ii, jj) / Mu(ii, jj)
Trr(ii, jj) = (Br(ii, jj) "2- Bmagn(ii, jj) "2/2) /Mu(ii, jj)
Trz(ii, jj) = Br(ii, jj) * Bz(ii, ii) / Mu(ii, jj)
Tzz(ii, jj) = (Bz(ii, jj) " 2 - Bmagn(ii, Li) " 2 / 2) / Mu(ii, i,i)

Next jj
Next ii

For ii = I To U

For ii 1 To LI

Eind(ii, ii) = (Uz(ii, jj) + IJz(ii, jj - 1)) / 2 * Br(ii, jj) - (Ur(ii - 1, ii)
* .Rs(ii - 1) + Ur(ii, jj) * .Rs(ii)) / (.Rs(ii - 1) + .Rs(ii)) * Bz(ii, jj)

Next ii

Next jj
For ii 1 To NI - 1

For jj = 2 To NJ - 1

Trre = Trr(ii + 1, jj)
Trrw = Trr(ii, jj)
Trzn = (Trz(ii, ii) + Trz(ii, jj + 1) + Trz(ii + 1, jj) + Trz(ii + I, jj + 1)) / 4
Trzs = (Trz(ii, jj) + Trz(ii, jj - 1) + Trz(ii + 1, jj) + Trz(ii + 1, jj - 1)) / 4
rE = Rs(ii + 1)

rP = Rs(ii)

rW = Rs(ii 1)
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Deltar = (rE - rW) / 2

Deltaz = Zs(jj) - Zs(jj - 1)
Fr(ii, jj) = (Trre - Trrw) / Deltar + (Trzn - Trzs) / Deltaz

Next jj
Next ii

Calculation of Lorenti force

For jj 1 To U
For ii = 1 To LI - 1

fE = Eind(ii, jj) * Bz(ii, ii)
fW Eind(ii + 1, ii) * Bz(ii + 1, jj)
rW = (.Rs(ii - 1) + .Rs(ii)) / 2

rE = (.Rs(ii) + .Rs(ii + 1)) / 2

rP = (rE + rW) / 2

Fr(ii, ii) = Econd * (rE * fE + rW * fW) I (2 * rP)
Next ii

Next ii

For ii = 1 To NI - 1

For ii 1 To NJ - 1

rE = Rs(ii)

rW = Rs(ii 1)

rP = (rE + rW) / 2

Deltar = rE - rW

Deltaz = (Zs(jj + 1) - Zs(jj - 1)) / 2
Next jj

Next ii

Calculation of Lorentz force

For ii 1 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI

Fz(ii, ii) = -Econd * (Ejnd(jj jj) * Br(ii, jj) + Eind(ii, jj + ) * Br(ii, jj + 1)) / 2
Next ii

Next ii

End With

End Sub

Private Sub Dirichlet(ByVal IDNode As Long, ByVal Value As Double)
Const VeryLargeNumber = 100000000000000#

Dim ii As Long

System.SetMatri xEntry IDNode, IDNode, VeryLargeNumber

System.SetVectorEntry IDNode, Value * VeryLargeNumber

End Sub

Public Function DIvB(ByVal ii As Long, ByVal jj As Long)
Dim BrP, BrE, BrW

Dim BzP, BzN, BzS

Dim rComp, zComp, rEi, rP, rWi

Identify data

BrP = Br(ii, jj)
If ii = 1 Then BrE = 0 Else BrE Br(ii - 1, jj)
If ii = NI Then BrW = 0 Else BrW = Br(ii + 1, jj)
rEl = Mesh.Rs(ii)

rWi = Mesh.Rs(ii - 1)

rP = (rEi + rWi) / 2

BzP = Bz(ii, jj)
If jj = 1 Then BzS = 0 Else BzS = Bz(ii, ii - 1)
If jj = NJ Then BzN = 0 Else BzN = Bz(ii, ii + 1)
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rComp = (rEi * (BrE + BrP) / 2 - rWi * (BrW + BrP) /2) / (rP * Or)

zComp = (BZN - BzS) / Dz

DivB = rComp + zComp

End Function

Public Sub IndexSqrlolri(ByVal ii As Long, ByVal jj As Long, ByRef CC As Long)

'Identifies the first triangular cell of the given square cell

CC = 2 * (jj - 1) + (ii 1) * Mesh.CellsPerColumn + 1
End Sub

Public Sub IndexTriloSqr(ByRef ii As Long, ByRef jj As Long, ByVal CC As Long)

'Identifies square cell of the given triangular cell

ii (CC - 1) \ Mesh.CellsPerColumn + 1

jj = (CC - 1 - (ii - 1) * Mesh.CellsPerColumn) \ 2 + 1
End Sub

Public Sub Init()

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long, CC As Long

Dim FluidColor As Long, CoillColor As Long, Coil2Color As Long

Create the mesh

Mesh.GenerateCustom Rs, Zs

MsgAdd Mesh.CellCount & " cells & ' & Mesh.NodeCount & nodes

MsgAdd Mesh created

HaveMesh = True

Array dimensional i zati on

ReDim a(Mesh.NodeCount)

ReDim Ac(Mesh.Cel lCount)

ReDim Mu(NI, NJ)

ReDim j(NI, NJ)

ReDim Bmagn(N1, NJ)

ReDim Hmagn(NI, NJ)

ReDim Br(NI, NJ)

ReDim Bz(NI, NJ)

ReDim Trr(NI, NJ)

ReDim Trz(NI, NJ)

ReDim Tzz(NI, NJ)

ReDim Fr(NI - 1, NJ)

ReDim Fz(NI - 1, NJ)

ReDim Eind(l To LI, 1 To LI)

Permeability and current of cells

FluidColor = RGB(190, 114, 114)

CoiliColor RGB(255, 150, 145)

Coil2Color = RGB(145, 189, 255)

For jj 1 To NJ

For ii 1 To NI

'Pointer to the first triangular cell

IndexSqrToTri ii, jj, CC

With Mesh.Centroids(CC)

If .r >= CoiliRmin And .r = CoillRmax And .z >= CoillZmin And .z <= CoillZmax Then

Mu(ii, jj) = MIJZERO

Mesh.CellColors(CC) = CoilIColor

Mesh.CellColors(CC + 1) = CoiliColor

Elself .r >= Coil2Rmin And .r <= Coil2Rmax And .z >= Coil2Zmin And .z < Coil2Zmax Then
Mu(ii, jj) = MUZERO
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Mesh.CellColors(CC) = Coil2Color

Mesh.CellColors(CC + 1) = Coil2Color

ElseIf .r <= Rpipe Then

Mu(ii, jj) = MUZERO * (1 + ChiM)

Mesh.CellColors(CC) = fluidColor

Mesh.CellColors(CC + 1) = FluidColor
Else

Mu(ii, ) = MUZERO

Mesh.CellColors(CC) = vbWhite

Mesh.CellColors(CC + 1) = vbWhite
End If

End With

Next ii

Next ii

End Sub

Public Function Langevin(ByVal Temp. ByVal Bfield)
Langevin = Pt * Minf * Bfield * Op " 3 / (6 * (1 + ChiM) * BOLTZMANM * Temp)

End Function

Private Sub SetBC()
Dim ii As Long

Along the axis

For ii = 1 To U + I

Dirichlet ii, O#

Next ii

At external nodes

For ii = Mesh.NodeCount - NJ To Mesh.NodeCount

Dirichiet ii, O#

Next ii

At all top nodes

For ii = 1 To NI + 1

Dirichlet ii * (NJ + 1), O#

Next ii

At all bottom nodes

For ii = 0 To NI

IJirichiet ii * (NJ + 1) + 1, 0#

Next ii

End Sub

Public Sub SetUp()
Dim CC As Long

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

Dim Jind

Assign current to coils

For jj = 1 To NJ

For ii 1 To NI

Pointer to the first triangular cell

IndexSqrToTri ii, ii, CC

With Mesh.Centroids(CC)

If .r >= CoiliRmin And .r <= CoiliRmax And .z >= CoillZmin And .z < CoillZmax Then
j(ii, jj) = CoillJ

ElseIf .r >= Coil2Rmin And .r <= Coil2Rmax And .z >= Coil2Zmin And .z <= Coil2Zmax Then
j(ii, jj) = Coil2J

Else

j(ii, jj) = 0

End If

End With
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Next ii

Next jj

Call the subroutine to setup the matrix system

SetupMatrix

Set Dirichlet boundary conditions for all border nodes

SetBC

End Sub

Private Sub SetupMatrix()
Dim ii As Long, jj As Long, CC As Long, Col As Long, Row As Long

Dim D, rO, Alpha

Dim S(3, 3)

Dim Q(3)

System.Init Mesh.NodeCount

System.Relax = RelaxField

System.MaxError = MaxErrField

With Mesh

For CC = 1 To .CellCount

For each cell, calculate matrix S(3,3)

Additional iterpolation coefficients

D = .Det(CC)

rO = .Centroids(CC).r

IndexlriloSqr Col, Row, CC

Alpha = Pt * rO / (0 * Mu(Col, Row))

For ii = 1 To 3

For ii = 1 To 3

S(i, jj) Alpha * (.lnterpolF(CC, ii) * .lnterpolF(CC, ii)

+ .InterpolQ(CC, ii) * .InterpolQ(CC, ii))

Next jj

Q(ii) -P1 * j(Col, Row) * rO * D / 3
Next ii

'Add contribution of this cell to the global matrix in System

For ii = 1 To 3

For jj = 1 To 3

System.SetMatrixEntry .CellNodes(CC, ii), .CellNodes(CC, ii),
S(ii, jj), True

Next jj

System.SetvectorEntry .CellNodes(CC, ii), -Q(ii), True
Next ii

Next CC

'Previous value of A as guess

For CC = 1 To .NodeCount

System.SetGuess CC, a(CC)

Next CC

End With

End Sub

Public Sub Solve()
Solves the system and gives fields, tensor components, forces...

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long, 11 As Long

Dim Centroid As rzPoint

Dim D, Sum

Dim IDCe11 As Long

Dim Trre, Trrw, Trzn, Trzs
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Dim Trze, Trzw, Tzzn, Tzzs

Dim rE, rP, rW, Deltar, Deltaz

SetUp

System.PreSort = True

System.Solve

MsgUpdate "Magnetic field: " & System.ItCount & " iterations"

With Mesh

Retrieve solution and copy to mesh

For ii = 1 To .NodeCount

a(ii) SystemSolution(ii)
.APot(ii) a(ii)

Next ii

For ii = 1 To .CellCount

Ac(ii) = .ApotAtCentroid(ii)

Next ii

CalcFields

MsgAdd

MsgAdd "B at center is " & MyFormat(Bmagn(1, U \ 2), 3, True)
MsgAdd B at wall is & MyFormat(Bmagn(LI, U \ 2), 3, True)
MsgAdd GradBz is ' & MyFormat((Bmagn(LI, U \ 2) + Bmagn(1, U \ 2)) / Rpipe, 3, True)
MsgAdd

Recalculate viscosity

Flow.ApplyVisc

End With

End Sub

Public Sub UpdateMatrix()

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long, CC As Long

Dim D, rO, Alpha

Dim S(3, 3)

Dim Q(3)

With Mesh

Reset independent vector

For ii = 1 To .NodeCount

System.SetVectorEntry ii. O#, False
Next ii

Calculate new contribution to each node from each cell
For CC = 1 To .CellCount

Additional iterpolation coefficients

D = .Det(CC)

rO = .Centroids(CC).r

For ii = 1 To 3

Q(ii) = -P1 * j(CC) * rO * D / 3

Next ii

Add contribution of this cell to the global matrix in System

For ii = 1 To 3

System.SetVectorEntry .CellNodes(CC, ii), -Q(ii), True
Next ii

Next CC

End With

SetBC

End Sub
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C.3 Ftow.bas

This module performs all calculations related to the momentum

equation, including pressure correction in SIMPLE algorithm.

Option Explicit: Option Base 1: DefDbl A-Z

Pubflc Sub ApplyBC()

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

'Inlet fluid velocity is unchanged

Boundary conditions for Ur

'r-velocity at centerline is zero

For jj = 1 To U

Ur(O&, ii) = O#

Next ii

'r-velocity at wall is zero

For jj = 1 To U

Ur(LI, ij) = O#

Next ii

Ur must be zero at row U to satisfy continuity
For ii = 1 To LI - 1

Ur(ii, U) = 0
Next ii

'tJr must be zero at row 1 to satisfy continuity

For ii = 0 To LI + 1

Ur(ii, 1) = 0

Next ii

'Boundary conditions for Uz

z-velocity at centerline is mirror image

For ii = 1 To U

LJz(O&, ii) = Uz(1&, jj)

UzD(O&, jj) = UzO(1&, jj)

Next ii

z-velocity outside' pipe is opposite (to have zero velocity at wall)
For jj = 1 To U

Uz(LI + 1, jj) -Uz(LI, ii)

UzO(LI + 1, ii) = -UzO(LI, ii)
Next jj

'z-velocity at exit is the same as cell below (no gradient)
For ii = 1 To LI

Uz(ii, U) = Uz(ii, U - 1)

UzO(ii, U) = UzO(ii, U - 1)

Uz(ii, U + 1) = Uz(ii, U)

UzO(ii, U + 1) = UzO(ii, U)

Next ii

'No velocity gradient at inlet

For ii = 0 To LI + 1

Uz(ii, 0) = Uz(ii, 1)

UzO(ii, 0) = UzO(ii, 1)

Next ii
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Boundary conditions for Pressure

No pressure gradient normal to the walls
For jj = 1 To U

P(O, jj) = P(1, jj)
P(LI + 1, ii) P(LI, jj)

Next jj
Test: Specified pressure drop

For ii = 0 To LI + 1

P(ii, U) = 0

P(ii, 0) = (U - 1) * Pdrop
Next ii

End Sub

Public Sub ApplyVisc()
Real-case Viscosity

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

For jj = 1 To U
For ii = 1 To LI

Etha(ii, jj) = Viscosity(T(ii, jj), Bmagn(ii, jj))
Next ii

Next ii

For ii 1 To LI

Etha(ii, 0) Viscosity(T(ii, 0), 0)

Etha(ii, U + 1) = Viscosity(T(ii, U + 1), 0)
Next ii

For ii = 0 To U + 1

Etha(0, ii) Etha(1, jj)
Etha(UI + 1, jj) = Etha(LI, jj)

Next jj
End Sub

Public Static Function BalHass(ByVal ii As Long, ByVal jj As Long)

Calculates (1/rho)(dRho/dt) for the specified continuity cell
Dim rEi, rP, rWi

rEl ii * Dr: rWi = (ii - 1) * Dr: rP = (rEi + rwi) / 2
BalMass = -(rEi * tJr(ii, ii) - rWi * Ur(ii - 1, jj)) / (rP * Or)

- (Uz(ii, ii) - lJz(ii, ii 1)) / Oz
End Function

PubFc Static Function BalRmom(ByVa ii As Long, ByVa ii As long)

Calculates dUr/dt for the specified r-mom cell based on Ur and Uz

Dim Rate, Convective, Pgradient, Viscous, GRAVITY, External
Dim UrE, UrW, UrN, UrS, UrP

Dim UrEi, UrWi, UrNi, UrSi

Dim UzNE, UzNW, UzSW, UzSE

Dim UzSi, UzNi

Dim Pei, Pwi

Dim EthaNi, EthaSi, EthaEi, EthaWi

Dim Trrei, Trrwi, Trzni, Trzsi

Dim rE, rW, rP, rEi, rWi

Identify neighbor and interface data

UrP = Ur(ii, jj): UrE = Ur(ii + 1, jj): UrW = Ur(ii - 1, ii)
UrN = Ur(ii, ii + 1): UrS = Ur(ii, jj - 1)
rE = (ii + 1) * Or: rW = (ii - 1) * Dr: rP jj * Dr

rEi = 0.5 * (rE + rP): rWi = 0.5 * (rP + rW)

UrEi = 0.5 * (UrE + UrP): UrWi 0.5 * (UrP + UrW)
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UrNi = 0.5 * (UrP + UrN): tJrSi = 0.5 * (UrP + UrS)

UzNE = Uz(ii + 1, jj): UzNW = Uz(ii, jj)
UzSW = Uz(ii, jj - 1): UzSE = Uz(ii + 1, jj - 1)
UzNI = 0.5 * (IJzNE + UzNW): UzSi = 0.5 * (UzSE + UzSW)

EthaNi = HarmonicMean(0.5 * (Etha(ii, jj) + Etha(ii + 1, ii)),
0.5 * (Etha(ii, jj + 1) + Etha(ii + 1, jj + 1)))

EthaSi = UarmonicMean(0.5 * (Etha(ii, jj - 1) + Etha(ii + 1, jj - 1)),
0.5 * (Etha(ii, jj) + Etha(ii + 1, jj)))

EthaEi Etha(ii + 1, jj): EthaWi = Etha(ii, Jj)

Pei P(ii + 1, jj): Pwi = P(ii, jj)

Convective = RhoF / (rP * Or) * (rEi * UrEi * UrEi - rWi * UrWi * UrWi)
+ RhoF / Dz * (UrNi * UzNi - UrSi * UzNi)

Upwind
Convective = (rEi * (UrP * t4ax(0#, UrEi) - UrE * Max(0#, -UrEi))

- rWi * (UrW * Max(O#, UrWi) - UrP * Max(0#, -UrWi))) / (rP * Or)
+ ((UrP * Max(0#, UzNi) - UrN * Max(0#, -UzNi))
- (UrS * Max(0#, UzSi) - UrP * Max(0#, -UzSi))) / Dz

Pgradient = (Pei - Pwi) / Dr

Trrei = -2# * EthaEi / Or * (UrE - UrP)
Trrwi -2# * EthaWi / Dr * (UrP - UrW)
Trzni = -EthaNi * ((UrN - UrP) / Dz + (UzNE - UzNW) / Or)
Trzsi = -EthaSi * ((UrP - UrS) / Dz + (UzSE - UzSW) / Or)
Viscous = (rEi * Trrei - rWi * Trrwi) / (rP * Or) + (Trzni - Trzsi) / Oz

External = -Fr(ii, jj)

BalRniom (-Convective - Pgradient - Viscous - External) / RhoF

End Function

Public Static Function BalZmom(ByVal ii As Long, ByVal jj As Long)
Calculates dUz/dt for the specified z-mom cell

Dim Rate, Convective, Pgradient, Viscous, Gray, External
Dim UzE, UzW, UzN, UzS, UzP
Dim UzEi, UzWi, UzNi, UzSi, UrEi, UrWi
Dim UrNE, UrNW, UrSE, UrSW
Dim Pni, Psi
Dim EthaNi, EthaSi, EthaEi, EthaWi
Dim rE, rW, rP, rEi, rWi
Dim TrzWi, TrzEi, TzzNi, TzzSi
Oim aa, BB, CC

Identify neighbor data
UzP = Uz(ii, jj): UzE Uz(ii + 1, jj): UzW = IJz(ii - 1, ii)
UzN = Uz(ii, jj + 1): UzS = Uz(ii, jj - 1)
UrSW = LJr(ii - 1, jj): UrSE = Ur(ii, )
UrNW = Ur(ii - 1, jj + 1): UrNE = Ur(ii, jj + 1)
rE= (ii + 0.5) *Dr. rW= (ii -1.5) *Dr: rP= (ii -0.5) *Dr
rEi = 0.5 * (rE + rP): rWi = 0.5 * (rP + rW)
UzEi 0.5 * (UzE + UzP): UzWi = 0.5 * (UzP + UzW)
UzNi = 0.5 * (UzP + UzN): UzSi 0.5 * (UzP + UzS)
UrWi = 0.5 * (UrSW + UrNW): UrEi = 0.5 * (UrSE + UrNE)
Pni P(ii, jj + 1): Psi P(ii, ii)
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EthaSi = Etha(ii, jj): EthaNi Etha(ii, ii + 1)
EthaWi HarmonicMean(0.5 * (Etha(ii - 1, jj) + Etha(ii, ii)),

0.5 * (Etha(ii - 1, jj + 1) + Etha(ii, jj + 1)))

EthaEi = HarmonicMean(0.5 * (Etha(ii, jj) + Etha(ii + 1, jj)),

0.5 * (Etha(ii, jj + 1) + Etha(ii + 1, ii + 1)))

'Convective RhoF / (rP * Dr) * (rEi * UrEi * UzEi - rWi * UrWi * UzWi)

+ RhoF / Dz * (UzNi * UzNi - UzSi * UzSi)

Convective = (rEi * (UzP * Max(0#, UrEi) - UzE * Max(0#, -UrEi))

- rWi * (UzW * Max(0#, UrWi) - UzP * Max(0#, -UrWi))) / (rP * Or)

+ ((UzP * Max(0#, UzN1) - UzN * Max(0#, -UzNi))

- (UzS * Max(0#, UzSi) - UzP * Max(0#, -UzSi))) / Dz

Pgradient = (Pni - Psi) / Dz

TrzEi = -EthaEi * ((UrNE - UrSE) / Dz + (UzE - UzP) / Or)

TrzWi = -EthaWi * ((UrNW - UrSW) / Dz + (UzP - UZW) / Or)
If ii U Then

'Special treatment for wall

QuadraticCoeff rW, UzW, rP, UzP, rEi, 0#, aa, BB, CC

TrzEi = -EthaEi * (BB + 2# * CC * rEi)

End If

If ii = 1 Then

'Special treatment at centerline

QuadraticCoeff rW, UzW, rP, UzP, rE, UzE, aa, BB, CC

TrzWi = -EthaWi * (BB + 2# * CC * rWi)

End If

TzzNi = -2# * EthaNi * (UzN - UzP) / Dz

TzzSi = -2# * EthaSi * (UzP - UzS) / Dz

Viscous = (rEi * TrzEi - rWi * TrzWi) / (rP * Or) + (TzzNi - TzzSi) / Oz

Gray = RhoF * GRAVITY

External = -Fz(ii, jj)

BalZmom -(Convective + Pgradient + Viscous + Gray + External) / RhoF

End Function

Public Function IndexMapPc(ByVal ii As Long, ByVal jj As Long) As Long

IndexMapPc = (ii + 1) + ( 1) * (LI + 2)
End Function

Public Sub Init()

'Initialization for flow calculations

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

ReDim Ur(0 To LI + 1, 0 To U + 1), UrO(0 To LI + 1, 0 To Li + 1)
ReDim Uz(0 To LI + 1, 0 To U + 1), UzO(0 To LI + 1, 0 To Li + 1)
ReDim Flr(1 To LI, 1 To Li), Flz(1 To LI, 1 To Li)

ReDim F2r(1 To LI, 1 To Li), F2z(1 To LI, 1 To Li)
ReDim F3r(1 To LI, 1 To Li), F3z(1 To LI, 1 To Li)

ReDirn F4r(1 To LI, I To U), F4z(1 To LI, I To Li)

ReDimP(OTo LI + 1, OTo Li + 1)
ReDim Pcorr(0 To LI + 1, 0 To Li + 1)
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ReDim Etha(O To LI + 1, 0 To U + 1)

Reynolds = RhoF * Uave * (2 * Rpipe) / ViscRef

Pdrop = (GradP + RhoF * GRAVITY) * Dz Pressure drop per cell (with dimensions)

Initial guess for velocities
For jj = 1 To U
For ii = 1 To LI

Uz(ii, jj) = UzLaminar(ii) Parabolic laminar with dimensions
Next ii

Next jj
Inlet velocity

For ii = 1 To LI

Uz(ii, 0) = UzLaminar(ii) 'Parabolic laminar
Next ii

Initial guess for pressure
For jj 0 To U + 1

For ii = 0 To LI + 1

P(ii, jj) = (U ii) * Pdrop
Next ii

Next jj
Initial guess for relative viscosity

For ii 0 To LI + I

For jj = 0 To U + 1
Etha(ii, jj) = ViscRef

Next jj
Next ii

ApplyBC

Save old velocities

UrO = Ur

UzO = Uz

Call IsContOK(0, True)

Call IsRmomOK(0, True)

Call IsZmomOK(0, True)

End Sub

Public Static Function IsContOK(ByVal Threshold,

Optional ByVal Reset As Boolean = False) As Boolean

Const SearchDist = 2&

Const PredFactor = I.5. MaxSkip = 500&
Dim ii0 As Long, jj0 As Long

Dim LastCalc As Long, NextPred As Long

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

Dim MinI As Long, MaxI As Long, MinJ As Long, MaxJ As Long

If ii0 = 0 Then ii0 = 1

If j30 = 0 Then jjO = I
If Reset Then

iiD = 1: jjo = 1
LastCalc = 0: NextPred = 1

End If

Look in previous cell

If Abs(BalMass(iiO, jjo)) > Threshold Then
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LastCalc = Totallter

NextPred = LastCalc + 1

Not satisfied here - exit and return false

Exit Function

Else

Check nel ghborhood

MinI iiO - SearchDist: MinJ jjO - SearchDist
If MinI < 1 Then Mini = I

If MinJ 1 Then MinJ = 1

MaxI = MaxI + 2 * SearchDist + 1

MaxJ = MaxJ + 2 * SearchOist + I

If MaxI > LI Then MaxI = LI

If MaxJ > U Then Max) = U

For jj = MinJ To MaxJ

For ii = MinI To MaxI

If Abs(BalMass(ii, ii)) > Threshold Then
LastCalc = Total Iter

NextPred = LastCalc + 1

'Not satisfied here. Save this location and exit (return false)
ijo = ii

ijo

Exit Function

End if

Next ii

Next ii

if satisfied in neighborhood, search whole domain

but only according to prediction

If Total Iter >= NextPred Then

For jj 1 To Li

For ii = 1 To LI

If Abs(BalMass(ii, jj)) > Threshold Then

'Not satisfied here. Save this location and exit (return false)
iiO = ii: jjO = jj

LastCalc = Total Iter

NextPred = Total Iter + 1

Exit Function

End If

Next ii

Next jj

NextPred = LastCalc + (Total Iter - LastCalc) * PredFactor
End If

End If

If Total Iter - LastCalc ' MaxSkip Then

'Force calculation if reached maximum skip interval

LastCalc = Totaliter

NextPred Total Iter + 1

Exit Function

End If

'Satisfied everywhere. Return true
IsContOK = True

End Function

Public Static Function IsRmoniOK(ByVal Threshold,

Optional ByVal Reset As Boolean False) As Boolean

Const SearchDist = 2&

Const PredFactor = 1.5L, MaxSkip = 500&

Dim iiO As Long, jjO As Long

Dim LastCalc As Long, NextPred As Long

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

Dim Mini As Long, Maxt As Long, MinJ As Long, MaxJ As Long
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If ii0 = 0 Then liD = 1
If jjo = 0 Then jjO = 2
If Reset Then

jiG = 1 jjo = 2
LastCalc = 0: NextPred = 1

End If
Look in previous cell

If Abs(BalRniom(iiO, jj0)) > Threshold Then
LastCalc = Totallter
NextPred = LastCalc + 1
Not satisfied here - exit and return false

Exit Function
Else

Check neighborhood
MinI = ii0 - SearchOist: MinJ = jj0 - SearchDist
If MinI < 1 Then MinI 1

If MinJ < 2 Then MinJ 2

MaxI = MaxI + 2 * SearchDist + 1
MaxJ = MaxJ + 2 * SearchDist + 1
If MaxI > LI - 1 Then MaxI = LI - 1
If MaxJ > U - I Then MaxJ = U - 1
For jj = Mini To MaxJ

For ii = MinI To MaxI
If Abs(BalRrnom(ii, ii)) > Threshold Then

LastCalc = Total Iter
NextPred = LastCalc + 1
Not satisfied here. Save this location and exit (return false)
ii0 = ii
jjO = ii
Exit Function

End If
Next ii

Next jj
If satisfied in neighborhood, search whole domain
but only according to prediction

If Total Iter >= NextPred Then
For jj = 2 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI - 1
If Abs(BalRmom(ii, jj)) > Threshold Then

Not satisfied here. Save this location and exit (return false)
110 = ii: jjO = jj
LastCalc = Total Iter
NextPred Total Iter + 1
Exit Function

End If
Next ii

Next ii
NextPred LastCalc + (Totaliter - LastCalc) * PredFactor

End If
End If
If Totallter - LastCalc > MaxSkip Then

Force calculation if reached maximum skip interval
LastCalc = Total Iter
NextPred = Total Iter + 1
Exit Function

End If
Satisfied everywhere. Return true

IsRmomOK = True
End Function
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Public Function IsZmomOK(ByVal Threshold,

Const SearchOist = 2&

Static 110 As Long, jjO As Long

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

Dim MinI As Long, MaxI As Long, MinJ As

Dim LastCalc As Long, NextPred As Long

Optional ByVal Reset As Boolean False) As Boolean

Long, MaxJ As Long

If ii0 0 Then ilO 1

If jj0 = 0 Then jj0 = 1
If Reset Then

liD 1: jj0 = 1
LastCalc 0: NextPred 1

End If

Look in previous cell

If Abs(BalZmom(iiO, jjO)) > Threshold Then

Not satisfied here. Exit and return false

Exit Function

Else

Check neighborhood

MinI = iiO - SearchDist: MinJ jjO - SearchDist
If MinI < 1 Then MinI = 1

If M1nJ < 1 Then MinJ 1

MaxI = MaxI + 2 * SearchOist + 1

MaxJ = MaxJ + 2 * SearchDist + 1

If MaxI > LI Then MaxI LI

If MaxJ > U - I Then MaxJ = U - I

For jj = MinJ To MaxJ

For II MinI To MaxI

If Abs(BalZmom(ii, jj)) > Threshold Then
Not satisfied here. Save this location and exit

110 ii

ii

Exit Function

End If

Next ii

Next ii

If satisfied in neighborhood, search whole domain

For jj = 1 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI

If Abs(BalZmom(ii, jj)) > Threshold Then
Not satisfied here. Save this location and exit

110 = ii

jj0 = jj
Exit Function

End If

Next ii

Next ii

End If

Satisfied everywhere. Return true
IsZmomOK = True

End Function

(return false)

(return false)

Public Sub SolveRK4()

Solves explicity one iteration of momentum and pressure correction equations
Dim ii As Long, jj As Long, kk As Long

Dim rE, rW, rP, rEl, rWi

Dim UrP, tirE, UrW, UrN, UrS Neighbor velocities
Dim UrEi, UrW1, UrNi, UrSI 'Interface velocities

Dim UzP, UzE, UzW, UzN, UzS Neighbor velocities
Dim UzEi, UzW1, UzN1, UzS1 'Interface velocities

Coefficients for Ur, Uz and Pcorr equations
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Dim CfP, CfE, CfW, CfN, CfS, CfO, CfG
Dim AiphaP, AlphaE, AiphaW, AiphaN, AiphaS, AlphaO, AiphaG
Dim BetaP, BetaE, BetaW, BetaN, BetaS, BetaO, BetaG
Dim GammaP, GammaE, GammaW, GaminaN, GarrnnaS, GanmiaO, GammaG
Dim EthaP
Dim UrPnew, UzPnew, PcorrNew
Dim LocalError, MaxLocalError
Dim rHomOK As Boolean, zMomOK As Boolean

Static ItCount As Long
Static PcSys As New SparseMatrixSystem 'Static for performance
Dim Shift As Integer
Dim MaxSource, MinSource
Dim UaveNew

ApplyBC

'Test: Modify viscosity
ApplyVisc

Check convergence
rMomOK = IsRmomOK(MaxDevRmom)

zMomOK = IsZmomOK(MaxDevZmom)

If rMomOK And zMomOK Then Exit Sub

'r-vel oci ty
'Set convergence flag
Converged = False
'Save old velocities
UrO = Ur
UzO = Jz
'Don't solve r-mom for first and last rows,
'since Ur has been set to zero for continuity
Calculate derivative 11 based on ) tUi)

For jj = 2 To LI - 1
For ii 1 To LI - 1

Flr(ii, jj) = BalRmoni(ii, jj)
Next ii

Next jj
For jj = 1 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI
Flz(ii, ii) = BalZmom(ii, ii)

Next ii
Next jj
Calculate new values of U (U2)

For jj = 2 To U - 1
For ii = 1 To LI - 1

Ur(ii, jj) = UrO(ii, jj) + 0.5 * Dt * Flr(ii, ii)
Next ii

Next jj
For jj = 1 To U - 1

For ii 1 To LI
Uz(ii, jj) = IJzO(ii, ii) + 0.5 * Dt * Flz(ii, jj)

Next ii
Next jj
ApplyBC

'Calculate derivative f2 based on U (U2)
For jj = 2 To U - 1

For ii = I To LI - I
F2r(ii, jj) = BalRmom(ii, jj)
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Next ii

Next jj
For jj = 1 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI

F2z(ii, ii) BalZmom(ii, ii)
Next ii

Next jj
'Calculate new values of U (U3)

For jj = 2 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI - 1

lJr(ii, jj) = tJr0(ii jj) + 0.5 * * F2r(ii, 33)
Next ii

Next jj
For jj 1 To U - 1

For ii 1 To LI

Uz(ii, ii) = UzO(ii, jj) + 0.5 * Dt * F2z(ii, ii)
Next ii

Next ii

ApplyBC

'Calculate derivative f3 based on U (133)
For jj 2 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI - 1

F3r(ii, ,jj) BalRmom(ii, jj)
Next ii

Next jj
For jj = 1 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To UI

F3z(ii, jj) = BalZmom(ii. jj)
Next ii

Next jj
'Calculate new values of U (U4)

For jj = 2 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI - 1

Ur(ii, ii) = UrO(ii, jj) + Dt * F3r(ii, jj)
Next ii

Next jj
For jj = 1 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI

Uz(ii, ) = UzO(ii, jj) + Ot * F3z(ii, jj)
Next ii

Next jj
Appi yBC

'Calculate derivative f4 based on U (134)

For jj 2 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To UI - 1

F4r(ii, if) = BalRmom(ii, ii)

Next ii

Next jj
For jj = 1 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI

F4z(ii, jj) = BalZmom(ii, jj)
Next ii

Next jj
'Calculate new values of U

For jj = 2 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI - 1

Ur(ii, 33) = UrO(ii, jj) + (Ot / 6#) * (Flr(ii, 33) + 2# * F2r(ii, ii)
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+ 2# * F3r(ii, jj) + F4r(ii, jj))
Next ii

Next jj
Total IterRmom = Total IterRmom + 1
For jj = 1 To U - 1

For ii = 1 To LI
lJz(ii, jj) tJzO(ii, jj) + (Dt / 6#) * (Flz(ii, ii) + 2# * F2z(ii, ii)

+ 2# * F3z(ii, j) + F4z(ii, jj))
Next ii

Next jj
TotallterZmoni = TotallterZmom + 1
Appl yBC

Skip Pcorr at all if continuity is satisfied well enough
If Not IsContOK(MaxDevCont) Then

Pressure correction
PcSys.Init (LI + 2) * U
PcSys.MaxError = MaxErrPcorr
PcSys.Relax = RelaxPcorr
PcSys.Maxlt = 5000

For ii = 1 To PcSys.Order
PcSys.SetMatrixEntry ii, ii, 1#

Next ii

For jj = 2 To U - 1
For ii = 1 To LI

Identify neighbors
Here rE & rW represent control volume interfaces

rEi = n * Dr
rWi = (ii 1) * Dr
rP (rEi + rWi) / 2
UrEi = Ur(ii, jj)
UrWi = Ur(ii - 1, jj)
UzNi Uz(ii, ii)
UzSi = Uz(ii, jj - 1)

GausnaE = -rEi * Dt / (rP * Dr ' 2)
GammaW = -rWi * Dt / (rP * Dr 2)
GamaN=-Dt/Dz'2
GaimnaS=-Dt/Dz2

Boundary conditions...
If ii = 1 Then

'r-velocity at the center is known, no West correction
GanuaW 0

End If
If ii = LI Then

r-velocity at wall is known, no East correction
GaimiiaE = 0

End If
South Pressure correction coefficient at inlet not constrained
North Pressure correction coefficient at outlet not constrained

GarenaP = - (GaniiiaE + GarmiraW + GammaN + GammaS)
GammaG = BalMass(ii, jj)
kk = IndexMapPc(ii, ii)
With PcSys

.SetMatrixEntry kk, kk, GarrmiaP

.SetMatrixEntry kk, IndexMapPc(ii + 1, ii), GammaE

.SetMatrixEntry kk, IndexMapPc(ii - 1, ii), GarrreaW

.SetMatrixEntry kk, IndexMapPc(ii, jj + 1), GanmraN

.SetMatrixEntry kk, IndexMapPc(ii, jj - 1), GammaS
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.SetVectorEntry kk, GammaG

.SetGuess kk, Pcorr(ii, jj) Use previous values as initial guess
End With

Next ii

Next jj

Solve the system

PcSys Solve

Un-map pressure correction
kk 0

For ii = 1 To U

For ii = 0 To LI + 1

kk = kk + 1

Pcorr(ii, ii) = PcSys.Solution(kk)
Next ii

Next ii

Update velocities and pressure with pressure correction

For jj = 2 To Li - 1

For ii = 1 To LI

P(ii, ii) P(ii, ii) + Pcorr(ii, jj)
Next ii

Next jj

For jj 1 To Li

For ii = 1 To LI - 1

Ur(ii, jj) Ur(ii, jj) + (Dt / Or) * (Pcorr(ii, jj) - Pcorr(ii + I, jj))
Next ii

Next jj

For ii = 1 To Li - 1

For ii 1 To LI

Uz(ii, ii) = Uz(ii, jj) + (Dt / Dz) * (Pcorr(ii, j) - Pcorr(ii, jj + 1))
Next ii

Next ii

Appl yBC

Total IterPcorr = Total IterPcorr + 1

End If

End Sub

Public Function Uaverage(ByVal jj As Long)
Average velocity across a row Em/si

Dim f()

Dim ii As Long, Sum

ReDim f(1 To LI)

Calculate values to integrate

For ii = 1 To LI

f(ii) = Uz(ii, ii) * ((ii - 0.5) * Or)
Next ii

Integrate using Simpson rules

Sum = Simpson(f, Or)

Acid first and last half-intervals, trapezoidal rule

Sum = Sum+ (Uz(1. jj) * (0.5 * Or)) * Dr/ 4

Sum = Sum+ (Uz(LI, jj) * (LI -0.5) * Dr) * Dr / 4

Uaverage = 2# / Rpipe " 2 * Sum

End Function
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Public Function UzCenter(ByVal ii As Long)

'Extrapolation to the centerline where d(Uz)/dr = 0

IizCenter = (Uz(1, i) * 4/3 - tJz(2, jj) / 3)
UzCenter = (9# * Uz(1, jj) - Uz(2, jj)) / 8#

End Function

Public Function UzLaminar(ByVal ii As Long)
UzLaminar 2 * Uave * (1- ((ii -0.5) * Dr/Rpipe) '2)

End Function

Public Function Viscosity(ByVal Temp, ByVal Bfield)

'Temperature and field-dependent viscosity
Dim Xhi, ViscO, DeltaVisc

ViscO Exp(VA1 + VA2 / Temp + VA3 * Temp + VA4 * Temp"2) /_

(1 + V81 * Phi + V82 * Phi " 2)

Xhi = Langevin(Temp, Bfield)

If Xhi = 0 Then

Viscosity = ViscO

Else

Viscosity = ViscO + 1.5 * Phi * ViscO * (Xhi - Tanh(Xhi)) / (Xhi + Tanh(Xhi))
DeltaVisc = 1.5 * Phi * ViscO * (Xhi - Tanh(Xhi)) / (Xhi + Tanh(Xhi))

End If

End Function

C.4 Heat.bas

This module performs all calculations related to the heat transfer.

'Heat. bas

'SD 32364.85

'Heat transfer calculations

Option Explicit: Option Base 1: DefDbl A-Z

Public Function Ballleat(ByVal ii As Long, jj As Long)

Dim rEi, rP, rWi, rW

Dim UrEi, UrWi, UzNi, UzSi

Dim TP, TN, IS, TE, TW

Dim TN1, TS1, TEi, TWi

Dim Value, MaxValue

Dim ConvectiveR, ConvectiveZ, ConductiveR, ConductiveZ, Joule
Dim Cony, Cond

Dim QEi, QWI, aa, BB, CC

Dim QSi, QNI

'Neighbor and interface data

TP = T(ii, jj): TN = T(ii, jj + 1): IS = T(ii, jj - 1)
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TE = T(ii + 1, jj): TW = T(ii - 1, ii)
rEl = ii * Dr: rP = (ii - 0.5) * Or: rWi (ii - 1#) * Dr: rW = (ii - 1.5) * Dr
UrEi = lJr(ii, jj): UrWi = Ur(ii - 1, jj): UzNi = tJz(ii, jj): UzSi Uz(ii, ii - 1)
TNI = (TN + TP) / 2: TS1 = (TS + TP) / 2: TEi = (TE + IP) / 2: TWi (1W + TP) / 2

Convective terni
Cony = (rEi * (TP * Max(0, UrEi) - TE * Max(0, -UrEi))

- rWi * (TW * Max(0, UrWi) .. TP * Max(0, -UrWi))) 7 (rP * Dr)
+ ((TP * Max(0, UzNi) - TN * Max(0, -UzNi))
- (TS * Max(0, UzSi) - TP * Max(0, -UzSi))) / Dz

Conductive term
QE1 = -Tcond * (TE - TP) / Dr: QWi -Tcond * (IP - 1W) / Dr
QSi = -Tcond * (TP - TS) / Dz: QNi = -Tcond * (TN - TP) / Dz
If ii LI Then

If ii >= HeatedJi And jj <= HeatedJ2 Then
Wall

QuadraticCoeff rW, 1W, rP, TP, Rpipe, TE, aa, BB, CC
QEi = -Tcond * (BB + 2# * CC * Rpipe)

Else
QEi =

End If
End If
Cond = ((rEi * QE1 - rWi * QWi) / (rP * Dr) + (QNi - QSi) / Dz) / (RhoF * CpF)

Electromagnetic term
If Econd > 0 Then

Joule = j(ii, jj) " 2 / (Econd * RhoF * CpF)
Else

Joule = 0
End If

BalHeat = -Cony - Cond + Joule

End Function

Private Sub BC()

Boundary conditions for heat transfer
Dim ii As Long, jj As Long
For ii = 1 To LI

T(ii, 0&) = Tinlet Inlet temperature
T(ii, Li + 1) = T(ii, Li) 'Outlet, no gradient

Next ii
For ii = 1 To U

T(0, ii) = 1(1, ii) Synmietry at centerline
Next jj

End Sub

Public Function hLoc(ByVal jj As Long)

Dim Del taT
DeltaT = T(LI + 1, ii) - Tbulk(jj)
If DeltaT <> 0 Then

bLoc = Qin(jj) / ((2 * P1 * Rpipe * Dz) * DeltaT)
End If

End Function

Public Function hlotal()

Dim Qtotal, DeltaTi, DeltaT2, DeltaTln
Dim ii As Long
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For jj = I4eatedil To Heatedi2

Qtotal = Qtotal + Qin(jj)

Next

If Qtotal O# Then Exit Function

DeltaTi = T(LI + 1, Heatedii) - Tbulk(HeatedJl)

Deltal2 = T(LI + 1, HeatedJ2) - Tbulk(HeatedJ2)

If Deltali < 0 And Del taT2 <> 0 Then

Deltalln = LogarithmicMean(Deltall, DeltaT2)
Else

DeltaTln = (DeltaTl + DeltaT2) / 2#
End If

If DeltaTln <> 0 Then

hiotal = Qtotal / ((2 * P1 * Rpipe * Lpipe) * DeltaTin)

End If

End Function

Public Sub Init()

Initialization for heat transfer calculations

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

ReDim 1(0 To LI + 1, 0 To Li + 1), T0(0 To LI + 1, 0 To U + 1)
ReDim F1T(1 To LI, 1 To U), F21(1 To LI, 1 To U)
ReDim F3T(1 To LI, 1 To U), F4T(1 To LI, 1 To U)

Calculate Prandtl and Peclet numbers

Prandtl = CpF * ViscRef / Icond

Peclet Reynolds * Prandtl

Initial guess for temperature

For ii 0 To LI + 1

For ii = 0 To U + 1

T(ii, jj) Tinlet

Next jj

Next ii

Heat. BC

Call IsHeatOK(0, True)

End Sub

Pubflc Static Function lsHeatOK(ByVal Threshold,

Optional ByVal Reset As Boolean = False) As Boolean

Const SearchDist = 2&

Const PredFactor = 1.5!, MaxSkip = 500&

Dim ii0 As Long, jjo As Long

Dim LastCalc As Long, NextPred As Long

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

Dim MinI As Long, MaxI As Long, MinJ As Long. MaxJ As Long

If hO 0 Then ii0 1

If jjO = 0 Then jiG = 1

If Reset Then

hiD 1: jiG = 1

LastCalc = 0: NextPred = 1
End If

Look in previous cell

If Abs(BalHeat(ii0, jj0)) > Threshold Then

LastCalc = Total Iter

NextPred LastCalc + 1
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Not satisfied here. Exit and return false
Exit Function

Else

Check neighborhood

MinI = iiO - SearchDist: Mini = jjO - SearchDist
If MinI < 1 Then MinI = 1

If MinJ < 1 Then Mini = 1

MaxI = MaxI + 2 * SearchDist + 1

MaxJ = MaxJ + 2 * SearchDist + 1

If Mmxl > LI Then Max! = LI

If Maxi > Li Then MaxJ = Li

For jj = Mini To MaxJ

For ii = MinI To MaxI

If Abs(BalHeat(ii, jj)) > Threshold Then

Not satisfied here. Save this location and exit (return false)
LastCalc = Total Iter

NextPred = LastCalc + 1
iiO = ii

jjO = jj
Exit Function

End If

Next ii

Next ii

'If satisfied in neighborhood, search whole domain

'but only according to prediction

If Total Iter >= NextPred Then

For ,jj = 1 To U
For ii = 1 To LI

If Abs(BalHeat(ii, j)) > Threshold Then

Not satisfied here. Save this location and exit (return false)
ii: jjO = jj

LastCalc = Total Iter

NextPred = Total Iter + 1

Exit Function

End If

Next ii

Next jj
NextPred = LastCalc + (Total Iter - LastCalc) * PredFactor

End If

End If

If Totallter - LastCalc > MaxSkip Then

'Force calculation if reached maximum skip interval

LastCalc = Totallter

NextPred = Total Iter + 1

Exit Function

End If

'Satisfied everywhere. Return true
IsHeatOK True

End Function

Public Function Qin(ByVal jj As Long)
'Total heat input through wall at row jj
Dim rP, rW

Dim TP, TE, TW

Dim aa, BB, CC

TP = T(LI, ii)

TE = T(LI + 1, jj): TW T(LI - 1, ji)
rP = (LI 0.5) * Dr

rW = (LI 1.5) * Dr
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QuadraticCoeff rW, 1W, rP, TP, Rpipe, TE, aa, BB, CC
Qin = Tcond * (2 * P1 * Rpipe * Dz) * (BB + 2 * CC * Rpipe)

End Function

Public Sub SolveRK4()

Solution of the heat transfer equation for the given flow field

Dim ii As Long, jj As Long

Dim CfO, CfP, CfN, CfS, CfE, CfW

Dim rEi, rP, rWi

Dim UrEi, UrWi, UzNi, UzSi

Dim TP, TN, IS, TE, 1W

BC

Solve only if needed

If IsHeatOK(MaxDevHeat) Then Exit Sub

Set convergence flag

Converged = False

Save old temperatures

TO = T

'Calculate derivative fl based on I (Ti)

For jj 1 To U

For ii 1 To LI

F1T(ii, ii) = BalIfeat(ii, jj)

Next ii

Next jj

'Calculate new values of T (12)

For jj = 1 To U

For ii = 1 To LI

Calculate new value of TP

T(ii, jj) = TO(ii, jj) + 0.5 * Dt * F1T(ii, ii)

Next ii

Next jj

BC

Calculate derivative f2 based on 1 (12)
For ii = 1 To U

For ii = 1 To LI

F2T(ii, jj) = BalHeat(ii, jj)

Next ii

Next jj

'Calculate new values of I (T3)

For ii = 1 To U

For ii 1 To LI

T(ii, a3) = T0(ii, jfl + 0.5 * Dt * F21(ii, ii)
Next ii

Next ii

BC

Calculate derivative f3 based on 1 (13)
For ii = 1 To U

For ii = 1 To LI

F3T(ii, jj) = BalHeat(ii, jj)

Next ii

Next ii



Calculate new values of T (T4)

For ii 1 To U

For ii = 1 To LI

1(11, jj) = TO(ii, jj) + Ot * F3T(ii, jj)

Next ii

Next ii

BC

Calculate derivative f4 based on T (14)

For ii 1 To U

For ii = 1 To LI

F4T(ii, jj) = BalHeat(ii, ii)

Next ii

Next jj

Calculate new values of T

For ii 1 To U

For ii = 1 To LI

1(11, jj) = T0(ii, jj) + (Dt / 6#) * (F1T(ii, jj) + 2# * F21(ii, ii)

+ 2# * F3T(ii, jj) + F4T(ii, jj))

Next ii

Next jj

BC

Total IterHeat Total IterHeat + 1
End Sub

Public Function Tbulk(ByVal ii As Long)
Dimensionless bulk temperature [-]

Dim f()

Dim ii As Long, Sum, yy, UzAve, MyUz

If ii 0 Then

Tbulk = Tinlet

Exit Function

End If

ReDim f(1 To LI)

Calculate values to integrate

For ii = 1 To LI

MyUz (Uz(ii, jj) + Uz(ii, jj - 1)) / 2
f(ii) = MyUz * T(ii, jj) * ((ii - 0.5) * Or)

Next ii

Integrate using Simpson rules

Sum = Simpson(f, Dr)

Add first and last half-intervals, trapezoidal

MyUz = (Uz(1, ii) + Uz(1, jj - 1)) / 2
Sum = Sum + (MyUz * 1(1, jj) * (0.5 * Dr)) * Dr

MyUz = (Uz(LI, jj) + Uz(L1, jj - 1)) / 2
Sum = Sum + MyUz * T(LI, jj) * ((LI 0.5) * Dr)
Ibulk = 2 / (Rpipe " 2 * Uaverage(jj)) * Sum

End Function

Public Function Texit()
Texit = Tbulk(LJ)

End Function

rule

* Dr / 4
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APPENDIX D

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

All simulations were performed using the same grid. The flow domain

represented a section 0.150 m long of a pipe 0.020 m in diameter. This region

was divided into 20 cells in the radial direction, and 150 cells in the axial

direction. 40 additional cells (20 of 0.001 m and 20 of 0.002 m) were added

for the magnetic field calculations.

For the single-coil simulations, the coil measured 0.011 m of inner

radius, had a thickness of 0.015 m, and a length of 0.040 m. For the double-

coil simulations, the current was inverted in the lower half of the coil. Total

dimensions were the same as in the single-coil simulations.

For the heat transfer calculations, a section of 0.100 m long was kept at

constant temperature of 100°C. The inlet temperature was constant at 20°C.

Fluid properties were estimated using the mixing rules of Equations D-1

through D-3 (Fertman 1990). Table D-1 shows the physical properties of the

ferrofluid constituents.

PPm(Pm+Pc(1Pm) (D-1)

= Cpm(Pm + c0 (ii p )- (D-2)

1fl?=(Pm1flXm+(1(P)1flX (D-3)
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Table Di Physical properties of components of ferrofluids.

Water Mercury Magnetite

Density [kg/rn3] 1000 13600 5240

Specific heat [J/kgK] 4180 138 700

Thermal conductivity [W/mK] 2.1 8 8.4

Saturation magnetization [A/m] 0 0 478000

The parameters common to all simulations are shown in Table D.2. The

temperature-dependent carrier fluid viscosity is calculated using Equation D-4.

1n=A1 +A2T' +A3T+A4T2 (D-4)

The simulation runs for water- and mercury-based ferrofluids are listed

in tables D.3 and D.4, respectively.
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Table D.2 Simulation parameters.

Water-based
ferrofluid

Mercury-
based

ferrofluid

Density [kg/m3] 1850 11930

Specific heat {3/kgK] 2990 195

Thermal conductivity [W/mK] 2.1 8.4

Electric conductivity [S/rn] 0 lx 106

Magnetic susceptibility 2.5 2.5

Magnetic phase volume fraction 20 20

Particle size [nrn] 10 10

Surfactant layer thickness [nm] 2 0

Hydrodynamic volume fraction 54.9 20

Pressure gradient [Pa'm] 20 2.5

Carrier viscosity constants: A1 -31.62 -6.865

A2 4209 157.4

A3 0.04527 1.32x10

A4 -3.3376x105 -1.33x10
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Table D.3 Simulation runs (water-based ferrofluid).

Case ID

Magnetic field

Current density Coil
(A/rn2] configuration Wall condition

W-00 N/A N/A Adiabatic

W-00-h N/A N/A Heated

W-Ols 2.5 x 106 Single Adiabatic

W-Ols-h 2.5 x 106 Single Heated

W-Old 2.5 x 106 Double Adiabatic

W-Old-h 2.5 x 106 Double Heated

W-02s 5.0 x 106 Single Adiabatic

W-02s-h 5.0 x 106 Single Heated

W-02d 5.0 x 106 Double Adiabatic

W-02d-h 5.0 x 106 Double Heated

W-03s 7.5 x 106 Single Adiabatic

W-03s-h 7.5 x 106 Single Heated

W-03d 7.5 x 106 Double Adiabatic

W-03d-h 7.5 x 106 Double Heated

W-04s 1.0 x i07 Single Adiabatic

W-04s-h 1.0 x Single Heated

W-04d 1.0 x Double Adiabatic

W-04d-h 1.0 x io Double Heated
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Table D4 Simulation runs (mercury-based ferrofluid).

Case ID

Magnetic field

Current density Coil
-

(A/rn2] configuration Wall condition

M-OO N/A N/A Adiabatic

M-OO-h N/A N/A Heated

M-Ols 2.5 x 106 Single Adiabatic

M-Ols-h 23 x 106 Single Heated

M-Old 23 x 106 Double Adiabatic

M-Old-h 25 x 106 Double Heated

M-02s 5.0 x 106 Single Adiabatic

M-02s-h 5.0 x 106 Single Heated

M-02d 5.0 x i06 Double Adiabatic

M-02d-h 5.0 x 106 Double Heated

M-03s 7.5 x 106 Single Adiabatic

M-03s-h 7.5 x 106 Single Heated

M-03d 7.5 x 106 Double Adiabatic

M-03d-h 7.5 x 106 Double Heated

M-04s 1.0 x i07 Single Adiabatic

M-04s-h 1.0 x i07 Single Heated

M-04d 1.0 x iO Double Adiabatic

M-04d-h 1.0 x Double Heated
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